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INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, technology has reached a level of development that boosted each industrial sector, which in turn affected other areas of the economy, not to mention the related initiation of social changes. This
technological development is still happening and we are part of it. This phenomenon was first observed in
Germany where it was used as a basis for a new national strategy. The name Industry 4.0 was coined by this
strategy.
We are on the verge of entering a process where the production chain gets a new meaning with the interconnection of external and internal corporate IT systems.
At the moment, the IT systems of companies, customers, and suppliers are not yet fully integrated. In many
cases, the full integration of departments within a company is also missing. Hence, in most of the cases, design, manufacturing and service have not been merged into a single system yet.
In the near future, the cohesion of companies and departments is expected to result in the emergence of
universal data integration networks.
There is no single solution to the problem of developing systems that match the industry 4.0 concept. The
current challenges have created expectations and requirements, which should be met during the realisation
of individual solutions.
With new solutions, we may connect to global networks, facilitating the real time monitoring and control of
recording and processing large amounts of data.
The term Industry 4.0 was first introduced at the Hannover Messe in 2011 and then by the European Union
in 2016. "Industry 4.0 describes the organization of production processes in which devices communicate
independently with each other along the value chain. They create a "smart" factory of the future in which
computer-controlled systems monitor physical processes, create a virtual replica of physical reality, and make
decentralized decisions based on self-organizing mechanisms". 1
The process of industrial revolutions is still going on today, and we are separating several stages. As a result
of population growth, economic development, and urbanization, production had to take place in factories in
a concentrated and continuous manner.
The emergence of new materials, new energy and resources, new forms of mechanization and work organization led to the era of mass production based on an electric-driven division of labour. In the next stage, with
the introduction of the first programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and partial automation implemented with
computers, entire manufacturing processes took place without human intervention.2
Industry 4.0, i.e., the industrial application of information and communication technologies, is based on the
above that is the inventions of the 3rd Industrial Revolution. Systems developed by computers will be further
expanded by means of network connections facilitating communication between them. By networking these
systems (cyber physical system), smart factories will be created in which manufacturing systems, components and people communicate with each other through the network.
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Implementing the Fourth Industrial Revolution will completely transform manufacturing as a result of info-communication, IoT (Internet of Things) and cloud computing, with previously isolated production units
merging into a fully integrated, automated and optimized, high-efficiency production process, also transforming the relationship between manufacturers, suppliers and customers.
1
2
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In the first step of connecting to Industry 4.0, the Transit project partnership undertook to develop training
contents for SMEs, focusing on employee skills. SMEs’ development is essential for the first steps of preparation/transformation.

In practice, the results of the theoretical research were refined and supplemented with interviews and questionnaires to provide a focus for the training contents and help SMEs where managers and executives represent an entire range of different generations.

The project partnership therefore carried out several surveys. First of all, a desk research was conducted in
the partner countries to be followed by the evaluation of the results of online interviews and questionnaires.
The desk research compared multi-annual strategy plans, long-term visions and analyses related to Industry
4.0 in different partner countries.

Online interviews (altogether 95) with companies were conducted in 6 countries distributed as follows:

Based on the analysis of these long-term concepts, the following conclusions could be drawn.
In the new era the overall goal is for the humans and digital technology/robots to best complement each
other’s’ skills and assets. The workforce is being replaced by machines, but there is a great need for human
skills, ideas, creativity, intuition and organization. Automatization does not replace human work, but robots
appear as team assistants and colleagues. Leaders have to manage mixed (human+cyber) teams in the future.
As a result of technological development, the working environment offered by companies has also been
changing radically. The number of routine tasks is kept at a minimum, while the range of complicated processes requiring complex skills and abilities is expanding. Social skills are becoming increasingly important, too.
The list of top competences underwent significant changes in the past 5 years.

Figure 1: Total interviewees per country

The survey seeks only interviewees’ personal opinion.
The 50 companies, our focus group representatives are working in, represent various sectors, but all of them
have been facing changes and challenges due to the digital revolution.
The above mentioned companies can be distributed in the following industries:

According to the results of the desk research, focus has been shifting onto the following competences.
1. Technical Competencies: “all job-related knowledge and skills for example media skills, coding skills,
knowledge management, and statistical command. Technical skills are abilities an individual acquires
through practice and learning”.
2. Managerial Competencies: “all skills and abilities for problem solving and decision making, such as
analytical and research skills, conflict and problem solving, creativity. Ability to make business decisions and lead subordinates within a company, negotiations tactics and response behaviour”.
3. Social Competencies: “individual’s social values and motivations, ability to transfer knowledge, leadership skills, ability to work in a team, building relations with the expectations for future interaction, realistic perceptions about one’s own behaviour”.
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Interviewees belong to a wide range of sectors of the economy. The current leading economic sectors were
adequately represented in the survey.
Interviewees were explained the results of the desk research and asked for their opinion, regarding the
potential areas of the upcoming competence development in particular. We wished to see how much desk
research results and the experiences of interviewees overlapped and identify the areas where HR improvements required for the transition are of paramount importance.
11

Naturally, the responses received were very diverse, with large differences between countries and industries.
The most important common points were as follows:
As a result of technological development, the work environment at companies is also changing radically, the
range of routine tasks is decreasing, while that of complicated work processes requiring complex abilities and
skills is expanding. Social skills are also becoming increasingly important.
The focus will shift to communication, teamwork and knowledge of digital technologies, including critical
thinking, continuous learning, problem solving, multidisciplinary knowledge and innovative thinking.
Abilities and skills serving as a base for creative and innovation will be particularly appreciated. Creative,
innovative employees do not execute the instructions mechanically, contrary to the expectations still dominating in countless educational institutions and workplaces at the moment.
To be successful in the future, it is essential to rethink the tools, systems, and methods currently used and to
select the ones that will be marketable based on the expectations of the workplace of the future as well as
those which promote the positive results vital to face the new challenges.
In a world transformed by robots, artificial intelligence or self-driving cars, technical training is expected to
be necessary to fill most jobs after 2020, but the joint development of specific, complex soft skills, such as
innovative thinking, creativity, collaboration and motivation, is also crucial.
Due to the COVID epidemic, the relevance of digitalisation has been increasing considerably, as well as the
technical development has accelerated and will be boosted in the coming years. A special community process is already emerging among companies that have been successful during the pandemic. These enterprises were able to integrate new technologies into their workflows, worked with flexible and mobile staff,
supported creative processes within the organization and stimulated innovation thinking. All these features
may be considered as acts of these companies redefining themselves.
COVID-19 forced these organisations to realize the importance of teamwork contrary to its previous, less
appreciated role. New technologies should be treated as “team members” instead of replaced human labour.
AstraZeneca, for example, brought together hundreds of scientists from different fields of medicine - pulmonary medicine, cardiology, oncology - and from the University of Oxford to develop a vaccine and other cures.
The pharmaceutical company also played a critical role in setting up test laboratories in the UK. To do this,
they used technologies that enabled real-time partnerships and data sharing, thus being able to significantly
increase the speed and quality of their work.1

The value of interdisciplinary knowledge will increase, as managers are expected to be able to perform several different tasks in the company and teamwork-related skills will be very important, whereas the success
of teamwork itself will be determined by efficient motivation. The success of changes, on the other hand,
will be determined by people who organize and manage this whole process. In their case, it is essential to
develop those competencies that promote successful planning, the transformation of corporate culture, the
forming of teams and the planning of suitable trainings for team members.
The year 2020 demonstrated the need to discover the hidden potential of employees in order for a company
to succeed. It turned out there was a lot more to people than assumed when they had been selected for their
positions, or what their certificates testified to.
To promote successful innovation, the CEN/TS family of innovation standards has already been published.
Innovative thinking and the creativity management should be emphasised here.
Those interviewed in the framework of IO1 stressed the importance of the following competences and selected these from the developed model relying on the results of the desk research:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Cooperation
Team management
Problem-solving
Change management
Innovation
Flexibility
Cooperativeness
Creativity
Initiative
Conflict management
Persuasion skill
Tolerance

The questionnaire provided an overview on learning habits and corporate training practices in the partner
countries. The actual training contents and learning methods were based on the answers received from 347
respondents.

The majority of the respondents considered the following skills and assets as the most important ones in the
processes of the coming years:
1. Acceptance of the experienced changes and processes as technology advances, adaptability and collaboration.
2. Innovative attitude, motivational skills, the ability to think critically and creativity are qualities that
business leaders expressly look for in their employees, these being considered valuable skills that
facilitate building the future.
3. Empathy and diversity, multi-generational jobs, technological renewal, digitalisation and the development of corporate culture.
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Figure 2: Total interviewees per country

http://vezetofejlesztes.hu/ipar-4.0
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When selecting respondents, to have each generation represented in sufficient numbers were considered
particularly.
Regarding active workers these days, Generation X still remembers what it took to get from landlines to
smartphones. Generation Z employees are characterised by multidisciplinary thinking and a visual approach
to problems, much more so than previous generations. From the aspect of human resources, it is important
to know what areas are subject to radical changes as a result of the emergence of new technologies (e.g.,
nanorobotics or artificial intelligence), what new jobs are created and what competencies are required by
companies so that they can maintain their competitiveness.

The practices learned during the interviews are presented on the online educational platform.
In the chapter on Motivation, cooperation, creativity, initiative, persuasion, tolerance and teamwork are
described. A further chapter offers motivational tools and methods to be used in a professional environment,
based on the personality types used in gamification.
The chapter on technical collaboration summarizes the technical information necessary for the transition,
highlighting the most important pieces of information for the preparation of decisions.
The expected success of an Industry 4.0 project and its capacity to create value will depend largely on its
pre-defined objective. The organizational and economic structure of a large enterprise is much more resilient
regarding potential risks than that of an SME.
Before an SME starts implementing the tools of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, it needs to be able to objectively position itself, defining an „entry level” on which developments can begin. For this, Chapter 3 of
the Guidebook provides practical guidance, describing the path leading upwards from various entry levels
and determining the qualities corresponding to maturity. The chapter also offers strategic and technological
solutions.
The contents of the chapters are based on the responses from the questionnaires.
Detailed survey results are available in English at the webpage of the project:
http://train4future.eu/ Data are provided under the Competence Matrix menu item: http://train4future.eu/
comptence-matrix/

Figure 3: Total interviewees per generation

The participants of the survey represented all 4 generations. 49% of the participants represented Gen X,
followed by Gen Y (37%) and Gen Z and Baby boomers, 7% each, which shows the normal distribution of the
active population.
77% of the respondents are from the industrial sector. Their answers revealed their daily difficulties.
The first block of questions in the questionnaire focused on the training content deemed to be appropriate
for them in the areas of leadership, organizational culture, organizational structure, motivation and communication and the preferred methods to acquire new knowledge. Based on the answers, 3 learning paths
were defined and this education platform was developed according to these. Micro-learning, e-learning and
traditional learning as optional learning pathways will be developed accordingly.

As workplaces are becoming increasingly diverse not only as a result of different generations working together, but also other characteristics, it is important to invest time and energy in observing and understanding
the interactions between different groups and providing opportunities for such interactions as well. The
more people “are on the same page,” the better they are able to cooperate. The chapter on Motivation helps
to “write these pages”.
All four generations believe that vocational training, learning and proper feedback are vital for a successful
career. Last but not least, they all agreed that handling changes is difficult. No matter how old or young they
are, most people dislike changes. However, changes are necessary and they knock on our doors increasingly
often. The Guidebook provides help in making the necessary preparations. We are from different generations
and follow different paths, but we often fight for the same goals.

Based on the interviews and questionnaire responses, 3 major chapters were selected to summarise the
areas where training will promote the implementation of Industry 4.0 in the partner countries.
These areas are:
•
•
•

Innovation Thinking,
Motivation,
Technical collaboration.
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The Innovation Thinking module was developed based on the thematic contents of 16555-3 of the CEN/TS
16555 Innovation Management family of standards. This module essentially describes the development of
problem-solving skills, flexibility, cooperation skills, initiative skills, and conflict management skills relying on
the basic elements of the mind-set necessary for innovation and illustrates these with short examples. Practical examples with a relevance to SMEs are also included in the contents.
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INTRODUCTION
What is innovation thinking? Why do you need a dedicated manual for it? How does it relate to the things
you learned before? Is it possible to learn it at all? Can it be managed, at the level of a dedicated standard in
particular?
One might come up with dozens of similar questions, some of which we intend to answer in the following
pages. Why not all of them? Because this is a very broad topic and company managers and professionals
who will use this Manual have too diverse
backgrounds and experiences.

INNOVATION
THINKING

The aim is therefore to create an aid that
contains useful practical knowledge and
tools for innovation thinking and encourages
you to carry on with innovation once you
finished the Manual.
This Manual is like a bunch of grapes. You
pick a few grapes and it will surely raise your
appetite to try another variety, or may even
remind you of tasting wine.

I N T R O D U C T I O N 2 – L E T ’ S F I G U R E O U T W H AT I N N O VAT I O N
THINKING MIGHT BE
Innovation thinking is a relatively new concept. No wonder it is relatively unknown and probably very few
apply innovation thinking consciously. Nevertheless, the conscious application of innovation thinking can
significantly contribute to maintaining
and increasing the competitiveness of
companies.
To get a clearer picture of innovation thinking,
let’s play chess. Chess is an ancient game,
its rules are more or less known to almost
everyone and there are many who play it,
representing different levels. Interestingly,
“chess thinking” and innovation thinking
have many things in common, especially in
the case of product innovation.

PIRO4D - Pixabay
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The oldest cliché of any business is that the customer rules – this is not even a chess analogy. In innovation
- using now a chess analogy - the king is the customer. The goal of the white player in chess is to guide the
pieces in a way to create a situation where the black king becomes and remains threatened of capture (i.e.,
checkmate). The goal of innovation is to develop new or significantly improved products and services that
the company can market and sell i.e., to persuade the king (the customer) to buy the results of innovation.
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In chess, the pieces are controlled by the player. In innovation, we talk about contributors, equipment,
technologies, etc. instead of pieces. These actors and factors may be seen as pieces controlled by the
innovation manager (but strictly to carry on with chess analogy. Stakeholders must not be considered as
individuals dependent on us, externally controlled and directed and incapable of independent thinking and
action). In chess, the white player sets up a mental strategy and hopes that as a result the black king will be
eventually maneuvered into a checkmate position. The innovation manager1 should set up a strategy that
results in the customer (king) actually buying the product or service developed in the framework of the
innovation. In the case of e.g., process/marketing innovation, the aim is the simplified, more economical or
more efficient production of an already existing product or moving the product into the open from the black
recesses of bad marketing, getting it from behind the curtains onto the stage.

T H E C E N / T S 16555 S TA N D A R D
The European standard CEN/TS 16555 includes various aspects of innovation management.
Its parts are as follows:

¾

In chess, white pieces are prevented by black ones from putting the king in checkmate. Remember that the
black pieces are moving as well and the opponent also plays for checkmate. As for innovation, if the pieces
controlled by the innovation manager are seen as the white ones, then the black pieces aim at preventing the
white ones achieving the white player’s goals. Black pieces in this case symbolize competitors and technical,
economic and other obstacles. They move all the time – and the moves cannot be accurately predicted.
The white player strives with all his might at achieving his goal, i.e., checkmate, by preventing the countermoves
of the dark pieces. The innovation manager strives with all his might at developing a product or service that
he can sell to the black king (the customer).
In chess, it might happen that the white player realises he cannot win and gives up. In innovation, the
innovation manager might realise that for some reason it is not possible to develop a product or service that
sells well to the customer (technically impossible, too expensive, competitors already did it etc.) In this case,
he disrupts the innovation process to avoid unnecessary costs.

PART 1: INNOVATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM;
Part 2: Strategic Intelligence Management

¾

Part 3: Innovation Thinking;

¾

Part 4: Intellectual Property Management;

¾

Part 5: Collaboration Management;

¾

Part 6: Creativity Management;

¾

Part 7: Innovation Management Assessment.

Surely the question arises or has arisen in many: Why standardise
innovation?
Find out more by scanning the QR code, and listen to an excellent summary
provided in the promo of an earlier European event.

Chess moves are subject to strict rules. The actions of innovation actors (“chess pieces”) seem to be
unregulated. However, this impression might be deceptive. In reality, there are countless rules that may apply
to the innovation process - physical laws, technical characteristics, psychological motivations etc. It is true
that while in chess a single set of rules applies, innovation requires the complex consideration (identification
and proper application) of different rules.
Chess is a solitary game. Innovation, on the other hand, is a cooperative one. Cooperative activity also means
that some participants have their independent will, ideas and ambition, as opposed to chess pieces. It is worth
evoking, supporting and properly channelling this ambition. Cooperation may take many forms. It is essential
to be aware of opposing forces being present. Obviously, effective innovation presumes the dominance of
cohesive forces in innovation thinking. Providing for this is a very difficult task, unlike in the case of chess,
where all the rules can be summed up in a single, not-too-thick rulebook. Moreover, having only cohesive
forces is impossible. The only feasible option is to have leading innovation professionals create a relatively
loose regulative framework. In our case, this framework is the CEN/TS 16 555 "Innovation Management"
family of standards. Its use is optional, but quite useful. When we apply the standard, we will stay within the
pre-set framework and that greatly increases the chances that our innovation will result in a new product or
service that urges purchasing by the King.
Finally, it should be noted that in chess analysing a large number of previous chess parties significantly increases
the chances of winning the game. Similarly, innovators may improve their performance by collecting and
carefully studying and analysing good and best practices related to the actual innovation project. However, it
is also true that lessons can also be learned from the analysis of failed projects, too, serving as bad practices
and as such ultimately promoting successful innovation.
To sum it all up, a good chess player strives with all his might at achieving his goal, i.e., put the opponent’s
king in a checkmate position. The innovation manager strives with all his might at developing a product or
service that can be sold to the king (the customer).
1
Depending on the size of the organization, the current situation, etc. that of the innovation manager may be a dedicated position
within the organization, but innovation management may also be included in the tasks of another manager(s). There are several options, but
the point is always to have somebody representing this approach and function, with the assigned authority to generate innovation projects and
to organise teamwork.
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The need to standardise physical things
has naturally arisen in the course of
economic and social development though even after standardization,
some differences remained e.g., in
the power networks and connectors,
the gauge-widths in track bound
transport, the operation of the
Internet or the connection of devices
to it. The same need has emerged in
connection with human operations,
cooperation and customer service
i.e., to develop a “common language”
and some uniform or at least easily
understandable operating principles

Why?
A not exclusive list of reasons:
¾ measurability

A
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¾ repeated applicability due to the included rules, guidance or features (depending on the nature of
the standard)
¾ understandable, common language
The family of standards dealing with innovation management supports the innovation activities of
organizations and enterprises by placing them in a unified, generally interpretable thinking and management
framework.

19

Companies launching some great new or novel product are often asked by experts about the innovation
activity (and sometimes also about how the resources supporting the innovation activity were applied for
or used). More often than not, all the inquiring expert will get for an answer will be a surprised look and
some mumbling like “we just did what we had to do”. Familiar? That, and also surprising. One might start
wondering: „So is this also a form of innovation?”
The family of standards helps organisations in:
¾ understanding and acknowledging innovation as a regular feature for almost every organisation,
¾ raising awareness about innovation so that it can provide the organisation (company) with added
values
¾ contributing to successful innovation by offering useful methods, procedures and information.

Innovation is the process that turns ideas/research results into
¾ a new marketable product or service or
¾ a new technology or
¾ a new marketing method or
¾ a new business model or organizational solution.

Until the result is marketed or applied, one can only talk about attempts but not actual innovation.
The family of innovation management standards helps in having less experimentation and more results
regarding development.
Translated into the language of accounting: innovation results in less cost and expense and/or more revenue,
or higher margins.
People tend to think innovation is typically a technical activity.
However, innovation, innovation thinking and thus innovation management can also be interpreted as
activities related to public administration, services, economy as a whole, culture, education and, beyond
that, local and regional development (social innovation). That is, innovation is relevant in all areas of work
as well as economic and social life. Of course, the concepts of customer and user should be interpreted
according to specifics of the particular area. The point, however, is that innovation - and thus the family of
innovation management standards - is not specific to the for-profit area; indeed, it can be interpreted for all
organizational forms, all branches of the economy and in a social context as well.
Let us briefly summarize the elements of the European standard CEN/TS 16555, so that we can carry on into
the practical part of the Manual by reviewing the general picture using a structural approach.
We first provide a brief description of the parts of the family of standards:

PART 1: INNOVATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Part 1 Innovation Management System (CEN/TS 16555-1: 2013, in Hungary: MSZ CEN/TS 16555-1: 2013, in
Bulgaria: СД CEN/TS 16555-1:2014) defines a framework for the management system itself and describes the
operation of the innovation funnel. It provides a conceptual framework for the factors that determine the
vision of a company (or other organization) and its strategy, in line with the corporate culture.
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It also provides guidance to implementing the standard within the organisation as well as the related
communication, resource identification and the development of an effective management method.

PART 2: STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT
Strategic Intelligence Management (CEN/TS 16555-2: 2014; in Hungary: MSZ CEN/TS 16555-2: 2014, in
Bulgaria: СД CEN/TS 16555-2:2015) describes the steps of strategic intelligence management, from identifying
needs to using results.
It helps to identify the necessary types of market-related and environmental information for the planned or
launched innovation and helps to identify and correctly evaluate the information sources.

PART 3: INNOVATION THINKING
Innovation Thinking (CEN/TS16555-3: 2014; in Hungary MSZ CEN/TS16555-3: 2014, in Bulgaria: СД CEN/
TS 16555-3:2015) is a structured approach to search for and apply information, insights and experiences
for the most efficient utilisation of opportunities and solving of problems, which in turn result in optimum
market performance. In the rest of our Manual, we discuss the practical application of this approach. Like the
standard itself, the approach does not only support product innovation, but also process, organizational and
marketing innovation.

PART 4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Intellectual Property Management (CEN/TS 16555-4: 2014; in Hungary: MSZ CEN/TS 16555-4: 2014, in
Bulgaria: СД CEN/TS 16555-4:2015) provides guidance to organizations on the identification, use and
protection of intellectual property. It also helps organizations in incorporating intellectual property strategies
into their business strategies.

PART 5: COLLABORATION MANAGEMENT
Collaboration Management (CEN/TS 16555-5:2014; in Hungary: MSZ CEN/TS 16555-5:2014, in Bulgaria: СД
CEN/TS 16555-5:2015) explains the role of collaboration at different stages of the innovation process and
describes its management methods and incentives.

PART 6: CREATIVITY MANAGEMENT
Creativity Management (CEN/TS 16555-6:2014; in Hungary: MSZ CEN/TS 16555-6:2014, in Bulgaria: СД CEN/
TS 16555-6:2015) provides guidance on managing the generation of new ideas to promote innovation.

PART 7: INNOVATION MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
Innovation Management Assessment (CEN/TS 16555-7:2015; in Hungary: MSZ CEN/TS 16555-7:2015,
in Bulgaria: СД CEN/TS 16555-7:2016) focuses on the performance measurement indicators of the IMS
standard and provides guidance on assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the implemented innovation
management system.
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Remember the proverb: what you can’t measure, you can’t manage. (Robert S. kaplan and David R. Norton)
Viewing the standard from an organizational aspect, you will see that the elements of the family of standards
provide a basis and a framework for the healthy, resilient (flexible adaptive) operation of organizations.
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W H AT I S I N N O VAT I O N T H I N K I N G G O O D F O R ?
There is a very simple answer to this question: it increases the market power and effectiveness of the
enterprise or organization.
What exactly this means depends to a large extent on the strategic goals and vision of the organisation and,
obviously, the environment and the changing circumstances.
These lines are written at the time of the 2020 COVID-19 epidemic. These days it has become quite obvious
that the meaning and content of the term effectiveness, as interpreted by companies, may change very
rapidly, e.g., due to external environmental influences. Business goals specified in early 2020 are certainly
not achievable any more in lots of industrial sectors.
Goals needed to be re-set and realistic possibilities considered. Organisations committed to conscious
innovation at the first place had a significant advantage as they could start working on the necessary changes
immediately after taking notice of the situation. Conscious innovation is essential in such cases.
As the standard states: „The innovation process begins when it becomes clear that a more desirable outcome
is possible, but the nature of that outcome is uncertain and the route to a solution is unclear.…”

When developing artificial intelligence, the ethical issues related to the intended (or imagined…) use should
always be considered.
To sum it all up, internal and external factors i.e., the context, the people and the factors that enable or limit
results together drive innovation thinking. It is easy to see that the activities and functioning of people within
the organisation (style, communication, type of behaviour, etc.) define how external factors are perceived,
understood and used.
Economics, sociology and psychology have been dealing with organizations for a long time, both as individual
disciplines or using cooperative efforts. As a result, various theoretical models and research dimensions have
been developed. Organisational culture is commonly associated with the culture of a given country and its
various dimensions. The best-known and generally accepted cultural surveys (also available on the internet)
are known as the Hofstede cultural studies (their author died in 2020) and the GLOBE research. These studies
examine among others the power distance, the masculinity or femininity of a given society, the avoidance of
uncertainty and long- or short-term orientation.
These characteristics are also reflected in the organizations and their operation. The flexibility of an
organization, the level of control, the tolerance of failure and the level of trust are important factors for
innovation.
Organisational culture has the following kinds:

I N T E R N A L FA C T O R S FA C I L I TAT I N G I N N O VAT I O N T H I N K I N G

¾ power,

Let’s start with a pragmatic, brief statement: open-mindedness - as human attitude and behaviour, as a way
of thinking, as a set of communication skills and as a basis of organizational culture - is essential.

¾ task,

Due to its iterative and interactive nature, innovation thinking requires patience and collaboration. Within
any cooperation, it is important that the parties have the intention and ability to understand each other. They
should be ready to accept other points of view and to interpret and understand them through acceptance.
It is important to use a holistic approach for the situation and the problems, yet to be able to analyse and
evaluate their parts separately – considering the aspects of all the stakeholders (the organisation, the market,
the targeted or potential customers and the users). Accordingly, the approach applied should be logical and
emotional, free and creative at the same time.
The organization should be able to endure failure, perceiving it as an opportunity to learn and gather
experiences and consider failures as a value in the innovation process. Accordingly, it will serve the interest
of the organisation if “such adult experiences” can be integrated into its existing or emerging knowledge base
so that they can be considered in the future.
Consequently, it is essential that organisations do not punish mistakes and detours or shame those responsible
for them. Instead, they should apply channelling in the case of negative experiences and consider this as an
element of organisational culture.

¾ role,
¾ person.
Organisational culture may also be considered
from the following aspects:
¾ internal/externally driven,
¾ stability/control,

Mote Oo Education Pixabay

¾ flexibility/dynamism.
It is a generally accepted approach that organizational culture has both visible and invisible elements. This
is why several authors use the iceberg analogy. Just like in the case of icebergs, there is a visible part of
organizational culture which is a great deal smaller than the hidden driving forces.
Essential elements of organizational culture based on McKinsey’s 7S model are strategy, structure, systems,
shared values, style, staff and skills.
Stop for a second and think about your own organisation. Which ones of the 7 McKinsey elements
are visible and which ones are hidden?
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What can you do to increase the visible part?

From all this, you can guess that the key to innovative operation is basically the human factor – organisational
culture is shaped, communicated and approved by people and the activities related to innovation is carried
out by people, too.

If you wish to learn more about organizational culture, it might be worth to familiarise yourself with the
thoughts of Schein, Handy, Kono, Quinn or Flamholtz on the topic.

The question may arise how to consider artificial intelligence in this context. The related knowledge and
opinions are changing and evolving by the day. In any case, we should accept at the moment that machines
and devices are created and operated by humans. The same way, humans are needed to create, operate and
use artificial intelligence (big data, software, hardware) or, in the best case they are needed as cooperative
partners – and this futuristic thought is slowly turning into everyday reality.

In terms of innovation, it cannot be claimed that a particular type of organisational culture is THE most
appropriate one for innovation. Depending on the industry, the phase of development characterising the
company, corporate strategy etc., different types are considered as optimal. A critical factor for innovation in
any form of organisational culture is to provide for the open mindedness and support necessary for innovation
thinking and operation, as briefly described before.
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What factors may result in the development of such a culture? Turning feedback and recognition into regular
features; encouraging feedback and ideas from employee; confident representation of corporate culture by
the management; creditability on behalf of the management i.e., acting in accordance with corporate values;
support to diversity and good cooperation; development and learning considered as real values; continuous
demonstration of the culture by the organization i.e., the culture is not just a scrap of paper posted on the
office wall, so to say.
In addition to having an incentive culture, the organization may (or rather should) also support innovation
thinking by means of an appropriate motivation system.
The generally accepted basic formula illustrating the role of motivation is:

Performance = skills/abilities + motivation
or
Performance = skills/abilities*motivation
At the level of components, this formula is absolutely accepted. The only question is whether it is addition or
multiplication that should be used, or indeed performance is given by some form of exponentiation, being a
result of the available skills and abilities and motivation acting as the fertilising component.
From the aspect of organizational theory, motivation may be
considered synonymous with incentives i.e., the behaviour and action
used by managers to encourage their subordinates’ responsible
organizations to encourage their members (employees) to achieve
organizational goals.
Daniel H. Pink is an internationally recognized expert on the topic of
organizational motivation. In his book Motivation 3.0, he summarized
the fatal flaws in reward- and punishment-based, i.e., “if-then”,
motivational systems that occur when a certain threshold is exceeded
in seven points. The difficulty lies in finding this threshold correctly.
1. Undermine intrinsic motivation (Compliance with pre-formulated, measurable external
expectations/goals and the norms defined in the processes can only be achieved permanently if
you ignore your internal needs and opportunities.)
2. Reduce performance („I could do more, but why should I if it is not rewarded?”)
3. Suppress creativity („They have formulated a specific goal, so it makes no sense to think about
anything else, while I can’t even achieve this goal …”)
4. Crowd out good behaviour (Inherently well-intentioned acts targeting a ‘greater good’ lose their
value as a result ‘commercial’ rewarding; there are things money can’t buy and will not be done by
employees just for some financial reward)
5. Encourage short cuts, cheating, and other unethical actions (If the goal is impossible or difficult
to achieve, measurements and statistics will be intentionally faked, honesty diminished and those
supporting “fair play” excluded; these later ones will often leave the organization.)
6. Become addictive (Once something has been rewarded by the organization, it will ultimately
appear as an expectation - indeed as an increasing expectation - and the lack of reward will cause
disappointment, which will result in a decrease in performance.)
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7. Promote short-term thinking (Short-term – annual if not quarterly - expectations and the system of
associated rewards support the realization of these expectations only and, in the case of immature,
irresponsible managers in particular, not only do not support, but explicitly inhibit long-term thinking.
This is well illustrated by the proverb “a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush”.)

His book provides excellent ideas for modern motivational
approaches. For a brief summary, scan the QR code, and
check out his video! Pink is also active on social media.
Visit his relevant Facebook and LinkedIn pages, where
the author shares information, ideas and practical
applications of state-of-the-art research results.

S T E P S O F I N N O VAT I O N T H I N K I N G
Again, this breakdown into elements and steps may seem strange. However, this type of structuring helps
in consciously building up the process, while providing a framework for thinking and functioning as well
as reducing the “temptation” for the organization to “fall in love” with an idea on an emotional basis that
would result in a long and unnecessary journey in the wrong direction. All in all, this should be considered
as a navigation system, which indicates relatively early, if the process took a wrong turn (or rather: allows its
early detection).

STEP 1: GATHERING INFORMATION
So, the process starts in a situation already described before. Using the words of the standard: „The innovation
process begins when it becomes clear that a more desirable outcome is possible, but the nature of that
outcome is uncertain and the route to a solution is unclear.…”
This is when the available information should be collected about the problem to be addressed or the idea/
research result considered as an opportunity.
Your questions may include among others the following:
¾ What is the market environment like?
¾ What about the relevant legislation?
¾ What do the forecasts say?
¾ How is the demand by market? Is there an already articulated need?
¾ What is the position taken by competitors?

During Gathering Information, business constraints should NOT be considered.
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In the phase of collecting information, Part 2 (Strategic Intelligence Management) and Part 5 (Collaboration
Management) are also worth considering.
What are the tools and approaches to be used for collecting information?
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CONSCIOUS NETWORKING

¾ Be ready to give - If you watch out for opportunities to help your new or old partners, your
favour will be returned sooner or later!

One of the scientific fields emerging the last 20 years is network research. Its results are applied by all kinds
of organisations. Several papers have been published about the emergence of a networked world and new
types of work organizations – and actually you may already encounter such loose organizations which are
formed to perform a single task in the world of start-ups and the project organizations of large companies,
established on a daily basis.

¾ Listen to your conversation partner – You may never know, you could hear something
interesting or important and anyways, an important element of building relationships is
sincere interest.
¾ Listen and ask more than you talk! – Just think of it: you probably prefer those who are
interested in you too.

Both large and small organizations are affected by conscious networking (conscious business networking).

¾ Make only promises you can keep - and do keep them.

It is commonly observed that when somebody needs a supplier, former classmates or former colleagues will
be more often selected than just any company. There is nothing new to the fact that personal relationships
represent a source of value.

¾ Think ahead! - Don't overwhelm a potential partner with all your ideas… Build relationships
and collaborations!

¾ Take action! - If your partner is also open to cooperation, find the right form as soon as
possible. Prompt follow-up is very important!

¾ Take advantage of coffee breaks at events! - Yes, we know. It is not easy for most people to
just walk up to strangers… But consider this: the person you wish to talk to probably feels
the same way. So take the initiative. Practice makes perfect, in this case too.

It is also well-known that one of the results of the overall penetration of Internet is information dumping
and sometimes it is difficult to make a good decision based on the available data. So, it is worth reviving your
previous, possibly forgotten or not properly managed relationships and building new ones.

These considerations apply to both personal and online relationship building.
Opportunities to establish new relationships:
Personal or online participation at
¾ trainings,
¾ conferences,
¾ professional events (meetups, shows,
contests etc.).
Joining
¾ professional associations,
¾ national and/or international networking
associations,
¾ sport-hobby communities.

Of course, it is also important to maintain or revive old
relationships. Social media provide excellent interfaces for
the purpose (whether personal or mixed, such as Facebook or
Instagram, or professional, such as LinkedIn), various school
and work meetings, alumni events.
What is the secret of successful networking?
First of all, bear in mind that it is not the quantity of relationships
that matters but their quality.
How can you build good relationships?
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Some people find it more difficult to connect with strangers at online events. Online chatrooms or messaging
interfaces in general provide good opportunities and the availability of a dedicated chatroom can be great
for establishing contacts - usually you need to ask the moderator to create it. Breaks at online events are
as useful for networking as those at real life conferences or meetings, the only difference is you cannot
exchange business cards online. In the case of online events, immediate action after the event - writing
e-mails or making phone calls - is even more important.
Accordingly:
¾ if your organisation is not a member yet, it is worth joining online professional and
networking communities
¾ it is worth following the news about online (and traditional) professional events. You can
come across a lot of interesting - and affordable, or even free - events.
¾ for some employees, the opportunity to participate in such events can be very motivating
– do not forget to ask your representatives to do networking tasks!
¾ more and more people give up on printed business cards - make an electronic one that can
be sent immediately!

ONLINE SEARCH FOR INFORMATION
Collecting information online is a quick affair. It is worth using the expertise of the young employees of the
organization, i.e., the “digital natives”, who move around in the online space without constraints.
However, digital literacy needs to be developed regardless of age. The fast and secure use of IT tools
(hardware and certain software features, trendy applications) is not enough. Confident work with IT tools
presumes the thorough understanding of the operation and internal connections of the related software and
the possibilities it offers- whether it is some basic office application or a more complex professional software
package.
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The cooperation between generations is also important in online search, as older (more experienced)
generations are usually able to identify correlations more readily and may be aware of more facts regarding
the given topic. This is the knowledge of sources, i.e., a set of theoretical and practical knowledge, searchers
use to obtain useful information. Obviously, good cooperation within the organization is critical again at this
point, and from the family of standards, Cooperation Management applies here, too.
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When searching online, most people rely on typing in search terms only. It is worth, however, exploring and
learning more complex search
modes, the use of different filters,
limiters and other options. Using
online search tools is only the
first step in your search! It is
worth studying the professional
journals of the given field and
market, research sites, and the
webpages of the given country,
the international professional
organizations and the competent
authorities.
Remember: when a piece of
information is displayed on the
first page of search results, it may
simply indicate the successful
application of search engine optimization and not the true value of the content.
When collecting information online, it is worth considering professionally relevant and market-oriented
subscription sites as well, in addition to freely available online resources.
A critical step in collecting information online is source criticism. Make sure you are able to….
¾ evaluate information regarding the credibility of the source,
¾ validate the data and information you have found (regarding professional and market criteria),
¾ rank the data according to their relevance to the searched topic.
¾ Useful hints:
¾ The cooperation of different generations makes the online collection of information
more efficient as a result of combining the professional knowledge of the experienced
elders (e.g., in finding the best keywords, phrases, and with the typically broader search
experience of the youth).
¾ Regardless of the working language used by the company, it is worth making your
professional searches in English, as most of the information available on the internet is
in English.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT – INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PROFESSIONAL DATABASES
So, what is this knowledge management thing about? Why
address this issue separately – after all, when selecting
employees and later on when training them, companies make
sure to have employees with the right skills to perform tasks.
Is this knowledge management? Or is it something else? To
understand it, a brief summary on the changes is due.
Our world is constantly changing and this rapidly changing
world is the operating environment for organizations and, in
fact, organizations themselves reflect the characteristics of
the world at a smaller scale. Amongst all these rapid changes,
survival and development are facilitated by flexibility and
adaptability, both at individual (employee) and organizational
levels.
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The management of the existing knowledge of the organization, also considered as a resource, is essential.
Today, solutions thought to be unshakeable for decades work no longer. People used to work at the same
place for many decades, using procedures and working methods that changed relatively slowly, so not only
was there enough time but the related means were readily available to pass knowledge “from hand to hand”,
i.e., from one person to the other, at a pace adapted to the learning abilities of the receiving party.
Changes impacting organizations used to be slower than now. This is something that Gen X and Baby-boom
adults, still active, surely remember about their own careers. (Some of them, perhaps a larger proportion
than in younger age groups, find it difficult to understand and accept organizations that work in a different
way now. These people are certainly stressed and tense, many of them might even fall ill as a result of the
stress caused by changes. In later chapters we will discuss resilience, also known as flexible adaptability,
which can be developed at the levels of both individuals and organizations.)
Rapid changes no longer permit slow, thorough, personal knowledge transfer, so it is essential to collect and
manage the knowledge of the organization. Very simply, in everyday language, this is known as knowledge
management.
“Experts argue that knowledge has become a central factor of production in a company. Only companies
that are able to regularly generate new knowledge, disseminate it quickly throughout the organization and
manifest it in a new product or service will be successful on the long run. Accordingly, corporate management
turns gradually into knowledge and learning management.”1
What is knowledge from an organisational
aspect?
The most frequently quoted definition of
knowledge is provided by Davenport and
Prusak (2001, p 21) in their book: „ […] a fluid
mix of framed experience, values, contextual
information, and expert insight that provides a
framework for evaluating and incorporating new
experiences and information.”
Expertise and the empirical knowledge behind it,
sometimes not even consciously acknowledged
but constantly active nevertheless, also appear in
the definition.
Very simply put, explicit or objective (cognitive)
knowledge is the combined knowledge present
in your head. It is typically expressed in words,
Gerd Altmann, Pixabay
numbers, data and formulas and may be easily
passed from one individual to the other. Our world is made complicated these days by the massive amount
of explicit knowledge (information) - and this is where source criticism, discussed in the previous sections,
comes into play.
Implicit or tacit knowledge is not visible nor can it be readily expressed in (relatively) clear terms. It is personal
in nature, i.e., it is related to and roots in personal experience, in the „inner world” of someone.
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Western cultures put their focus on explicit knowledge, while Eastern civilisations highlight the importance of
tacit knowledge. We need to be aware of this regarding both internal and external collaborations.
What is important for this Manual as well as for the knowledge management of organisations is that implicit
and tacit knowledge are present simultaneously in everyday life and in our actions, affecting our activities
and their outcomes.
Chiplanay, Pixabay

1
A tudásfogalom ellentmondásai a közgazdaságtan és a pszichológia határán Málovics Éva1 – Mihály Nikolett2; Buzás N. (ed.) 2005: Tudásmenedzsment
és tudásalapú gazdaságfejlesztés. SZTE Gazdaságtudományi Kar Közleményei 2005/2. JATEPress, Szeged, p 123-138
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One of the phases of knowledge management within an organization is the creation of a knowledge base. Its
detailed description is beyond the scope of this handbook, but the point is to assess and collect the existing
knowledge of the organization in a searchable database. Opposed to tacit (implicit) knowledge, explicit
knowledge is relatively easy to assess.
For example, a gamified solution might be of help, where the questions frequently asked by employees
(managers and staff) and external partners (customers, suppliers, authorities, the media) are answered by
the employees themselves - so that hidden knowledge can also surface.
When collecting information in the framework of innovation thinking, it is also important to gather information
from the internal knowledge base – it can happen that the necessary knowledge or information on other
aspects of the issue have already been accumulated by the organization earlier.
External knowledge bases include research sites, universities, professional associations or contents made
available by magazines or professional journals – freely accessible or with subscription.

In this phase of innovation thinking, the aim is to generate possible solutions on the basis of the ideas
emerged and refined during information gathering.
Accordingly, the common thinking process of the “six hats” may be structured as follows. It is an example
only, as the exact order of the hats may and indeed should be changed depending on the situation.
Until an organization gathers some experience in applying the method, hiring an external, experienced
professional to moderate the process should be considered.
A possible process in the phase of generating solutions:
¾ Blue hat (process): the Moderator explains the basics and is complemented by the other participants,
also in blue hats, all participants wear hats of the same colour at the same time during the process.
Although factual information is also provided, it is not yet the white hat of facts, as you only create
the basis of the initial brainstorming now.
¾ Green hat (creativity): free brainstorming allows to make a list of possible solutions. Solely ideas
may be voiced.

STEP 2: GENERATING SOLUTIONS

¾ White hat (facts): facts related to the ideas (i.e., solutions) are listed. (Participants may share the
facts about each idea in turn, or add new hats for each idea starting from the “white hat” section.)
¾ Red hat (feelings): participants share their feelings about the ideas.

In this step, ideas are generated. Idea generation will be effective (efficient) if the factors that enable results
are taken into account by the participants of the process: this way, only ideas that are worth of investing extra
resources (time, capacity of professionals) are kept by the end of idea generation.
Consider Part 5 and Part 6 (Collaboration Management and Creativity Management, respectively) in this
phase and apply their contents.
During Generating Solutions, business constraints should NOT be considered.

SIX THINKING HATS

We describe Edward de Bono’s brilliant method of the Six Thinking
Hats here, but it may also be applied in several other phases of the
innovation process and innovation thinking.
The essence of the method (or tool) is that it promotes parallel thinking
as opposed to the natural functioning of our brains which is based on
“arguing”. Using the method of the Six Thinking Hats, all participants
in the process examine a given problem from a single aspect at a time,
thus multiple arguments, aspects and possibilities may be discussed
during the process.
For more information, see the relevant WIKIPEDIA ENTRY, or buy the
book for your corporate library.
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¾ Yellow hat (benefits): benefits related to individual ideas are listed.
¾ Black hat (cautions): risks related to individual ideas are listed.

When requested by someone or suggested by the moderator, the blue hat may be put on at any point to
clarify where the participants are in the process.
In the brainstorming process, you can return to a hat several times - but this is only possible when wearing
a blue hat.
The question may arise in you, Dear Reader, “Why all the foolery with the silly hats when discussing serious
things?” Please be aware that the human mind, cognitive thinking, and emotions often fool us — much more
often in fact than you would think — and prejudice or some past experience may very well obscure your
vision.
Perhaps it will convince you that the father of the method, De Bono studied cognitive processes, parallel and
lateral thinking and the “methodology of longer lasting learning”. His works are available in 34 languages.
His books on the techniques are compulsory readings in primary and secondary schools in many countries.
In his 1969 masterpiece (The Mechanism of the Mind) he had been ahead of his time by some ten years
discussing issues related to logic and his hypotheses were eventually verified by scientific methods: the
feelings generated during perception are the most important factors in making our decisions.
The Six Thinking Hats method helps to “trick” this emotional factor that acts as an autopilot function and
supports the formation of the most objective opinion.

BRAINSTORMING

A
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The foundations and principles of brainstorming were created by advertising specialist Alex Osborn in the
1940s and have been popular ever since. Why? Because the method relies on some simple rules and, when
applied well, any company, organization or team may benefit from it.
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MIND-MAP

Participants
¾ work in small groups (typically groups of 5 to 12),
¾ totally exclude critical remarks and labelling (regarding the idea, or the person coming up with it) as
well as counterarguments*,
¾ are assisted by a moderator,
¾ search for solutions for a pre-determined problem,
¾ collect ideas without comments in written form (using creative methods, should they decide so),
¾ evaluate and rank the ideas at the end of the session, using other techniques (e.g., scoring).
(* counter-opinions, reasons for exclusion, factors will be considered in the phase of selecting from
the ideas)

New ideas and free thinking are
stimulated by group influence
and an atmosphere of trust.
An atmosphere of trust can
be achieved if the immediate
superiors are not present or the
culture of the organization is based
on trust to start with.

„Your brain is like a sleeping giant.” This is how a book by Anthony Peter “Tony” Buzan begins. The book itself
describes several methods that may be used for learning and problem solving, including the mind map.
A mind map is a complex image, or rather a creative diagram. It allows simultaneous associations, spatial
stimulation and grouping as well as the creation of holistic systems which renders it an extremely effective
visualization tool. If we created the visual elements ourselves, active participation will be realized. Using the
resulting visual display, we can highlight the areas of special interest, too. Creating and deciphering mind
maps also activate both hemispheres of the brain, setting logical and creative thinking into motion, as well as
igniting the spark of emotions.
What is the point in using creative solutions to capture the ideas you gather? A brief explanation: the secret
is how the human brain operates. When you take notes the traditional way, you use the left hemisphere,
while creative representations, like the mind-map, is within the “competence” of the right hemisphere. (Left
hemisphere is responsible for speech, writing, reading, counting, logic, analysis, listing, details, queuing,
succession; while the role of the right hemisphere includes imagination, colours, dimensions, spatial-visual
stimuli, musicality, holistic perception, simultaneity.)
Recording the generated ideas using visual representation also helps the birth of additional ideas and the
structuring of existing ones.

Enhanced versions also exist: in
inverse brainstorming, participants
gather reasons that may explain
some existing condition. Another
exciting option is when the
participants try to cause defects
intentionally with finding all the
possible flaws.

Another known technique is Brainwriting: A
technique where each idea is written down by
its inventor, then passed to the next person,
who uses the written ideas as inspiration, before
adding their own thoughts, and handing over the
assignment to the next person in line.
The Starbursting technique on the other hand, is
focusing on the problem rather than the solution.
Someone comes up with an idea for example
introducing a new product, and the others start
bombarding the concept with specialized, in-depth
questions (e.g., “Who is the target group?”). The
goal is to get around the concept as thoroughly as
possible before investing resources in it.
Some other brainstorming techniques are the “Pecha Kucha” and the Charette methodology. The former is a
fast-paced presentation technique in which each speaker is given only 6 minutes and 40 seconds to conduct
presentations. They are allowed to show a total of twenty slides, but each for only twenty seconds, and 14
lectures can follow each other in this manner. The latter is applied when there are more topics to discuss.
Participants are divided into several smaller brainstorming groups, and each group works on specific topics.
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https://venngage.com/features/mind-map-maker

These days, you may come across the notion of „right and left hemisphere people” quite frequently. Indeed,
there are those who prefer to use a specific hemisphere, neglecting a bit the other, but we can all use our
entire brains if we want to. Everyone owns all the functions, just might not know how to use one or the other.
To think really effectively, we need our entire brain - and mind-mapping and similar creative methods support
this, helping us to think about things in an unrestricted yet systematic way.
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ASSERTIVENESS

From a practical aspect:
¾ the main topics branch out from the center of the mind-map (represented by the middle of the eet
or screen, but the centre may also be located at the top),
¾ the branches contain one keyword each (written on a connected line in block capitals),
¾ less important information (e.g., sub-ideas) is linked to the main branches by smaller branches,
¾ the branches form a structure connected by nodes.
¾ During the COVID period, the usage of online mind map applications (Gitmind, Mindomo, Coggle)
increased significantly due to home office,

Assertiveness is not specifically dedicated to idea-generating, but it greatly helps teams to come up with
ideas effectively.
Assertiveness is the attitude and behaviour when you can simultaneously assert your interests (ideas) and
accept the interests (ideas) of others.
The previous sentence may seem contradictory for those who have not yet learned or developed this attitude
- but this is not so.
This figure is based on the Thomas-Killmann Instrument.
Conflict management styles may be assessed by various
tests including the Thomas-Kilmann Instrument and various
other competence assessment tools, and so, conflict
management may be developed by means of targeted
trainings based on the results of such assessments. To
promote the efficiency of these trainings, interdisciplinary
supervision may also be applied.
Avoiding - characterized by low self-assertion and low
cooperativeness. The situation represents no or low
personal profit. They do not want to or dare to express
opinions or ideas.

https://www.psychometrics.com/wp-content/uploads/
2020/09/TKI-conflictmodes-01.png

Competing - characterized by high self-assertion and low
cooperativeness. They want to make a high own profit,
“only they can be right”.

Accommodating - characterized by low self-assertion and high cooperativeness. The other party will win over
the accommodating party.
https://learningfundamentals.com.au/how-to-mind-map/

To sum it all up, a mind map is a visual tool that uses words, colours as well as images and graphics to display
information in a form that is easily digested by (and inspiring for) the mind.
The essence of this form of visualisation is that details are displayed starting from a centre connected to it
by branches.

Some online mind-map applications: CANVA, BUBBL, MINDMAPS, MIRO.

Compromising - characterized by medium self-assertion and medium cooperativeness. They seek a profit
acceptable for each party. Whether in brainstorming or decision making, it is the people involved who matter
(they do not want to offend or hurt anyone, but able to stand up for their interests to some extent.)
Collaborating - characterized by high self-assertion and high cooperativeness. They try to maximize the
common profit. They focus on the problem or the goal in brainstorming or decision-making and clarify these
for other participants too (when they use the given technique properly). Thus, instead of potential individual
offences the focus will be shifted to actual problems and tasks. Participants provide and are provided space
to share ideas and arguments.
Each strategy has its own advantages that apply in certain situations, but strategies that result in a loss to any
of the parties will not be beneficial on the long run.
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Some examples of strategies for exceptional cases:
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¾ in an emergency, the person in charge has to make a decision, there is no time to find a consensual
solution;
¾ when a manager wants to encourage an otherwise reluctant employee to take risks and
responsibilities, it is worth adapting collaborative or compromising behaviour even when receiving
a less good idea.
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STEP 3: RAPID LEARNING

RESILIENCE

In the first step, market opportunities and conditions were assessed in the framework of Gathering
Information. In this step, potential customers and users are asked about the planned idea using a testable
model or prototype made according to the idea. It means you take a look at how much your model meets the
market demands and expectations identified by Gathering information.
Essential competences in this step are:
¾ the ability to understand and emotionally identify with the types of users and their needs,
¾ the ability to identify and synthesize problems and opportunities, and
¾ multidisciplinary creative thinking, both with internal (employees) and external (market participants)
partners.

Resilience, like assertiveness, is not a tool related to a specific step of innovation thinking, but a feature that
promotes the healthy functioning of the organization.
Resilience is the ability of a system (individual, organization, ecosystem) to adapt successfully despite strong,
reoccurring, or even shock-like external influences.
To put it simple, it is the ability to withstand „unavoidable tragedies”.
The most important elements of resilience are the following:
¾ empathy,
¾ the feeling of personal or organisational efficiency,
¾ open mindedness,

During Rapid learning, business constraints should NOT be considered.

¾ control of emotions,
¾ control of impulses,
¾ realistic optimism,
¾ flexible thinking.

LANDING PAGE
The landing page is a subpage of a website where a potential buyer arrives after clicking on the link provided.
The contents of the landing page are developed specifically for a target audience, with the aim to arouse the
visitor’s interest. The content is more detailed than an ad, but otherwise relatively short.

What does resilience have to do with innovation thinking and innovation management?
In the process of innovation management, organizations or individuals may often find themselves in
unexpected situations. They may have to face rejection, which they need to be able to tolerate and process
properly. All these require flexibility.

The landing page is typically used to generate orders or collect leads, but may also serve the purpose of
quickly assessing an innovative idea. In this case, the visitor may be offered e.g., a discount when ordering
the product or service later on, in return for providing feedback on the offered form.

Such situations, not necessarily unexpected, but certainly undesirable, may include the rejection of our
brilliant and cherished idea by the market and potential customers in the phase of Rapid learning. A resilient
organisation will draw conclusions and, without any major emotional breakdown, will move on to perform a
quick market test with another idea.

The point is: the page should be delivered
to potential buyers through online channels.
Visiting rate and (and if there is a feedback
form) response rate should be measured
and the feedback analysed. It is important
that when a discount or any other benefit
for a subsequent order is offered, we will
have to retain the necessary personal data –
always observing GDPR principles and rules,
of course.

This skill may be developed! All kinds of trainings are available and the number of professional references
grows by the minute.

A landing page is structured similarly to a
long-scrolling, one-page website.

A few key elements in developing resilience are:
¾ seeing the bright side and the new opportunities in adverse events and processes,
¾ building up realistic self-confidence,
¾ recognising the resources and competencies of the individual and the organization (A
high-quality competency survey should be applied at individual level, which may be
linked to building up the knowledge base at the organizational level.),
¾ learning to move on and turn adverse events into something good.
PhotoMIX Company Pexels

The tools discussed under Information Gathering may also be used for Rapid Learning.

What you will need:
¾ a catchy title,
¾ one or more good pictures, and

A
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¾ clear text that describes the subject of your Rapid learning efforts (planned product, service or
solution) and your expectations (what the visitor should do). Then…
¾ ... a call-to-action sentence and the related button are displayed, which the visitor can click.
It is important and perhaps obvious if you read the Manual carefully thus far that a landing page may only
present one type of product or service!
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STEP 4: VALIDATION
The purpose of validation is to get feedback from all actors and/or groups getting in touch with the outcome
or affected by it as to whether the outcome complies with functional, technical etc. requirements and
expectations and if it represents a real market value.
The results from this stage should then be then transformed into a set of outputs, which are used as inputs
into the next step – Step 5 – Synthesis of outputs.
It is important to develop an intellectual property strategy appropriate for the organization to protect any
potential solutions. For further guidance, please refer to Part 4 (Intellectual Property Management) and Part
5 (Collaboration Management).

The main elements of organising and managing focus groups are as it follows:
¾ compiling the questionnaire (3-5 pages) in such a way that individual questions are
specifically related to preliminary assumptions (e.g., the value indicators of the product
or service),
¾ inviting participants - personally, by phone, using electronic interfaces (event
management applications and social media),
¾ implementation – be careful to keep the intended topic in focus (where „topic” should be
interpreted as the tested idea itself and not strictly the questions of the questionnaire),
¾ moderating – the moderator should pay particular attention to the metacommunication
of the participants, as this reveals more than the words spoken,
¾ special attention should be paid to the issues that unite or divide the group, and
these should be highlighted in the summary, too, as it provides valuable information
regarding the idea and, in a later phase if the idea is actually marketed, for marketing
communication.

During validation, business constraints should NOT be considered.

PROFESSIONAL AND START-UP EVENTS
LANDING PAGE
In connection with Rapid Learning, the landing page has already been mentioned as an option. In this step,
perhaps even more specific information may be provided about the planned product or service on the landing
page.

FOCUS GROUPS
The focus group method is a qualitative research technique that enables its user to learn the opinions of
potential customers. This is a group discussion led by a trained moderator (psychologist, sociologist, or other
professional who is familiar with and experienced in psychology). Usually, two people lead the group, one
leading the process and the other recording the relevant events.
The group meeting is attended by potential customers (users), who are interviewed by the group leader who
has a list of pre-made questions (guides). It is essentially an oral interview, sometimes combined with the
completion of a questionnaire. The moderator may deviate from this list, or indeed he should when new
aspects, not touched upon before, are raised by the participants in relation to the subject. In such cases, the
goal is to gain a deeper understanding of these new aspects.
In the validation phase of innovation thinking, the research tries to provide answers to the “why” questions,
thus gaining a deeper insight into the motivations and attitudes of the research subjects (potential customers
and users) in addition to the “what” and “how” questions.
The session usually lasts 1.5-2 hours and video and audio recordings are made about it. Again, do not forget
about GDPR!
So, the focus group interview may reveal the underlying reasons for accepting or rejecting a given idea - and
whatever its outcome might be, these reasons can be used for further considerations and the development
of new ideas, so the organization’s knowledge base may also be developed by the interviews.
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The design and prototype of an idea, product or service may also be presented to market stakeholders at
professional events.
In addition to traditional conferences and professional events, new types emerge almost every day - meetups,
hackathons (a combination of hacking + marathon), and Lord knows what else.
It is worthy to mention the so-called pitching, or elevator pitch technique. This kind of speech is a short
description of an idea, product, or in a case of self-pitching, the person in question, which is meant to last
the duration of an elevator ride. This can vary in length from approximately thirty seconds to two minutes.
The bottom line is to watch out for new opportunities to present yourself and use these properly. The
experience and knowledge gained during networking may also be utilised at these events; indeed, if the
topic is suitable for the purpose, you may organize your very own event, even providing an opportunity to
validate some idea.
The year 2020 proved that the vast majority of these events can be held online.
¾ Dear Reader, your organisation may also be an organiser of such an event!
¾ It may be a motivating task for a young employee (but also for seasoned members of the
staff) to organize the organization’s first (or upteenth) online event!

PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

A
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It is only natural that if you make something (e.g., conventional pumps), they are your property until you sell
them or give them away. You are also aware of the risks threatening this property of yours. If you don’t take
care of them, they might be stolen. That’s why you take care of your property. You keep an eye on them or,
if this is not possible, keep them locked away and/or have people or electric systems guard them and you
insure them, too.
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But all of a sudden you come up with a great idea, or
your research work results in a piece of knowledge
which in turn facilitates the production of pumps with
much better technical characteristics by lower costs.
Obviously, you store your finished products in a closed
warehouse until you sell them. But, say, a competitor
of yours buys a pump, disassembles it, copies your
solutions and quickly takes the product thus made
to market. His product will be cheaper than yours of
course, because he does not have to bear the costs
of development. You have spent a lot of time and
money on turning an idea or piece of knowledge into a
marketable product, i.e., on innovation. And now here
you are, stuck with a pile of products that you cannot
sell and even if you can, only at a price below the cost
of production. In addition, your new product is no
longer worth producing.
The common feature of the result of traditional pump
production and that of an innovation process is that they can both be stolen (or, to put it more elegantly
„seizured”, at least in the latter case). Theft is an illegal change of ownership. The change of ownership
presumes the existence of property. In the case of conventional pumps, this property has physical, tangible
features. However, the intellectual product created as a result of the innovation process does not have such
tangible features. Hence the difference between tangible and intangible products.
If the product does not have physical, tangible features, it cannot be protected from theft by keeping an eye
on it, locking it away or guarding it. Only one option remains and that is legal protection.
As mentioned in the introductory part, a good innovation manager will focus with all his might on managing
the development of a product or service that the customer will buy. Let’s add to this statement that he
should also provide for the protection of the intellectual property created during the innovation process. To
this end, he should, if necessary, select and apply an appropriate form of legal protection.

significant profit.
¾ Intellectual property has property or personal rights. The right of ownership or utilization/use of
the intellectual property can be sold (bought), pledged or inherited. Your personal rights, which are
expressed in the law of the inventor or copyright, cannot be sold (they belong to a person.).
¾ In many cases, property rights and personal rights are separated. A typical case of this is when an
employee of a company creates an intellectual product, who are therefore paid, and the development
of new products and services is included in their employment contract as a job obligation. In this
case, the ownership belongs to the paying company.
¾ The innovation manager must always keep in mind that he can generate revenue from the results of
the innovation even if the developed new product is not manufactured or provided by the developer
himself. To do this, you may sell the ownership or exploitation rights to the intellectual property.

STEP 5: SYNTHESIS OF OUTPUTS
In this step, based on the generation of solutions →rapid learning→ validation, the outputs generated during
the validation step are compared with the information obtained in the first step (Information gathering).
The objective is to integrate the creatively generated outputs considering
¾ market demands,
¾ technical feasibility and
¾ business viability
in order to create knowledge-based solutions appropriate to the organization as a whole.

The problem is not new. Its existence was noticed as early as the times of the first Industrial Revolution,
and it was then that the development of various forms of legal protection started. By today, a wide range of
legal protection types has been developed. However, describing all the options is beyond the scope of this
Manual. Thus, we highlight only those basic concepts of the protection of intellectual property that should
always be considered by innovation managers during the innovation process.
¾ All forms of protection other than know-how protection and copyright should be authorized by the
competent authorities.
¾ Protection can only be obtained for the intellectual property if it has not yet been disclosed.
Disclosure includes but is not limited to putting on the market, publishing in electronic or hard copy,
inclusion in professional or other communications, etc.

This is the first step where business constraints should be considered.

In the following sections, some tools of the synthesis of outputs are described.

MIND-MAP

¾ There is no such thing as „global patent”! (Whoever claims to have one lies.) Protection should be
applied for in individual countries or groups of countries.
¾ Authorizing the protection is a very costly process, especially if your application is submitted more
than one country. In many cases, maintaining the protection also costs a lot. Furthermore, it is hard
to find out about the infringement of your intellectual property rights. If you become aware of it
and are unable to reach an out-of-court settlement with the infringer, the infringement should be
proven. These are quite expensive procedures, especially when done abroad. It is worth performing
a cost-benefit analysis.
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The mind-map method described for generating solutions may also be applied here.

A

The method focuses on the problem to be solved. The solutions kept after validation are on the main
branches. The sub-branches (in the same structure for all solutions) contain the examined features, including
technical feasibility and business constraints. The result is a clear visualisation of the solutions, which helps
top management make the decision.

¾ The most economical solutions include the maintenance and enforcement of strict confidentiality,
quickly implemented innovation processes, and fast and efficient launching, so that by the time
the infringers may appear in the market, you can establish a strong market position and realise
40
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SIX THINKING HATS
The method of the Six Thinking Hats, described earlier, is also very efficient, especially when the innovation
manager perceives contrasting opinions within the organization regarding feasibility and business constraints.
As all participants can gather opinions and aspects related to all the proposed implementation alternatives
and constraints considering all points of view (facts, feelings, advantages, counter-opinions, ideas), this is a
useful method of decision-making.

important that’s why the weighting. Weighting is determined by the conditions at and the goals of
the organization, so there is no mandatory or even recommended system for weighting.
¾ After all this, evaluation may follow.
¾ This is „simple math”:
»

score x weight for each criterion,

»

add up the scores for a given alternative,

»

select the alternative with the highest score.

If we apply the Six Thinking Hats method at this stage, the structured taking of notes is especially important.

SUMMARY OF STEPS
OTHER KNOWN METHODS OF PREPARING DECISIONS
In organizations, making decisions (strategic and operational ones) is a commonplace activity, so managers
have more experience in decision-making than in other elements of innovation thinking.
In innovation thinking, the synthesis of outputs is actually the same as in any other decision-making process.
Do not hesitate to use the best practices. If you feel a proven system is boring or outlived its usefulness, feel
free to look for another one.
Another method of facilitating decision making processes is a cloud-based idea management and collaboration
platform (Be-novative) which assists remote brainstorming and evaluation of concepts.

This is intended as a Manual so users with all kinds of behavioural and thinking patterns should be able to
comfortably use it. This is why we summarise the essence of the steps described in the standard CEN/TS
16555-3_Innovation Thinking and the related tools in an easily interpreted table here.

Step
1. Information
gathering

¾ In decision-making, one should not only take into account the strengths of the different
generations, but also to take advantage of these in a positive sense.

STEP 6: OUTCOMES
In the final step, top management should make a decision as to which of several possible outputs from Step
5 provides the best solution to the problem and/or opportunity, i.e., which outcome best incorporates the
identified user needs and aligns with the objectives of the organization.

2. Generate
solutions

3. Rapid learning

If an outcome cannot be found which matches the organization’s needs, this should be considered a valid
result and then the choice would be either to iterate the process from Steps 1 through 6, or to close down
this particular avenue and investigate other opportunities.

DECISION MATRIX
This almost incredibly simple tool can support decision-making in an objective way. Preparation is time
consuming, but it is worth the time. After that, fast progress can be made and quick decisions reached.
¾ First of all, gather the criteria that are essential or important in the process of making a decision
(just a few examples: investment demand, expected revenue, expected marketing and sales costs,
expected reception at the market etc.; scores are assigned on a predetermined scale),

4. Validation

Duration

Goal

Not specified in the Discovery, better
standard
understanding of
conditions and
market needs

Tools*
Conscious
networking

Relevant part of
standard family

Part 2: Strategic
Intelligence Management

Online collection of
information
Part 5: Collaboration Management
Knowledge
management
Not specified in the Free brainstorming, Six thinking hats
Part 5: Collaborastandard
“thinking outside
Brainstorming
tion Management
the box”, gathering Mind-map
solutions
Assertiveness
Part 6: Creativity
Management
A deadline should Verifying the extent See Information
be set for the
to which the mogathering
process
del/prototype meets
market needs accor- plus
ding to Step 1
Landing page
Resilience
Landing page

Not specified in the Validation of the
standard
model according to
needs and conditi- Focus group
ons
Professional events,
start-up events
Protection of intellectual property
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Part 4: Intellectual
Property Management
Part 5: Collaboration Management

¾ then develop the scoring system: the scale to be used for individual aspects (e.g., the idea with the
lowest investment demand gets the highest score etc.) and the interpretation of the scale. There
may be criteria where yes= 1 and no= 0.
¾ In the next step, determine the weighting factors. Not all of the criteria defined above will be equally
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Step
5. Synthesis of
outputs

6. Outcomes

Duration
Matter of hours or
days

Goal

Beyond the results
of Step 3 and Step
4, comparison of
outputs to feasibility criteria (market
and organisation),
Preparing decisions
Not specified in the Decision on
standard
innovation
Matter of hours or
days according to
the standard (for
the entire process)

Tools*
Mind-map
Six thinking hats
Known methods of
preparing decisions

Relevant part of
standard family

SUMMARY
In order to better reawaken the contents of this module, let’s go over the principal data once again, and
summarise key points in order to facilitate understanding, and provide a better grasp on the term of innovation
thinking.
We can better understand innovation thinking if we consider the perspective of a chess player. In innovation,
using the chess analogy, the king is the buyer. The object of the game is to checkmate the opposing king,
and ensure a constant state whereby the king is under immediate attack (in „check”). Such is the case with
innovation, where new or significantly improved products and services are developed and brought to the
market in order to persuade the king (buyer) to buy the result of the innovation process.

Decision matrix
The entire process
is covered by Part 1
1. Innovation Management

* Of course, the list is not exhaustive and other tools are available at each step. You should be innovative and if a method does not produce a
(satisfactory) result in a given phase, look for another.

The steps of innovation thinking are illustrated in the figure below: as you can see, each step is an independent
task that should be performed for the effective application of innovation thinking, and these independent
tasks follow each other, beaded on the process of innovation thinking like the pearls of a necklace. From 1 to
6, the steps are as follows;

In general, innovation is a process in which an idea or concept can turn into;
¾ a new marketable product or service,
¾ new technology,
¾ a new marketing method,
¾ new business model or organizational solution.

The CEN / TS 16 555 family of 7 standards provides non-mandatory guidance on innovation management
techniques. Parts of the standard family: Innovation Management System, Strategic Information Acquisition
Management, Innovation Mindset, Intellectual Property Management, Collaboration Management, Creativity
Management, Innovation Management Evaluation.
The family of standards offers guidance to organizations in terms of

1. Gathering information

¾ understanding and recognizing that innovation is present in almost every organization (which can be
communicated externally resulting in the increase of the organisation’s PR / image)

2. Generating solutions

¾ contributing to the efficiency of the innovation activity with methods, procedures and information.

3. Rapid learning
4. Validation
5. Synthesis of outputs
6. Outcomes
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¾ providing added value in the operation of the organization/ enterprise by raising awareness of
innovation activity,

In addition, the utilisation of the innovation standards provides support for less experimentation and more
results in developing a new innovation related investment.
The aim of innovation thinking is to increase the market impact and efficiency of the enterprise or organization.
The stages of innovation thinking are gathering information, generating solutions, obtaining information
quickly, validating, summarizing outputs, and finally, synthesizing results.

A
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Motivation
Management

INTRODUCTION
What is motivation? How does it relate to Industry 4.0? Why should we learn about it? Is it possible to learn it
at all? Can it be managed? If so, how do we manage it? To help answer these questions this manual contains
useful practical knowledge and tools for managing motivation in the workplace. But first, let us start by
asking why is motivation important then we can try to understand what it is and what does it mean for me?
It is important to understand what inspires employees to perform well at work. What drives them to achieve
the goals set for them, make a company’s products great, and deliver excellent service? Answering these
questions is very important if we are to understand and manage people at work.
Let’s start with the role of performance at work. Performance is viewed as a function of three factors and is
expressed with the equation below:

As you can see performance is a function of the interaction between an individual’s motivation, ability, and
environment. Here, motivation is one of the key forces that drives performance, and it is vital if someone
aims to perform well. However, while motivation is critically important, it by itself is not sufficient. Having the
knowledge, skills and competency or ability needed to perform the job is also important and is sometimes
imperative for success. Finally, having the resources, information, and support we require to perform well is
critical to determine performance. These are often called environmental factors. At different times, one of
these three factors may be the key to high performance.
Being motivated is not the sole reason why people perform well, but it certainly is very important for
performance. Your staff will do a much better job if they are inspired by the interest, enjoyment, satisfaction,
and challenge of the work itself rather than because it is part of their job. As a result, if you wish to encourage
people to move away from being passive at work to a new way of working, you must understand more about
motivation.
The original meaning of the word “motive” deals with movement. Movement is central to motivation.
Motivation is all about action; doing something to achieve the desired result. Motivation is all about our
internal desire to accomplish something important to us. This desire drives us to act. Some people define
motivation in terms of an unmet need that we want to satisfy; or a goal that we want to fulfil.

You cannot force someone to be motivated - it is personal and comes
from within.
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Motivation is the process that stimulates us to do something. It is what causes us to act, whether it is to meet
a new client or to develop a new plan. The term „motivation” is often used to describe why we do something.
It is the driving force behind our actions. Motivation is not just about initiating a behaviour; it also involves
the factors that keep us doing something.
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Starbucks
Starbucks Corporation is one of the most famous chain of retail coffee shops in the
world. It has about 4,000 branches across the world. Starbucks roasts and sells
special coffee beans and sells other related drinks and snacks. Starbucks is regularly
rated as a good place to work by Fortune and the Financial Times. Why is this the
case?
Howard Schultz, the owner of Starbucks, considers that the reason for success is not
about the coffee but rather the employees who work in the company. People like to
work in Starbucks, and this is reflected in the service provided.
Starbucks prides itself on implementing good practices that motivate employees.
For example, all employees are treated equally. They try to narrow the gap between
managers and front-line workers, and all employees are called “partners” regardless
of the level of the worker.
Starbucks places great importance on listening to and acting on the voice of the
employee. Managers plan working hours and arrange time off, according to
employees’ needs and schedules.

Daniel Pink proposes a new vision for workplace motivation, which he labels "Motivation 3.0." in his popular
book published in 2009 called Drive. He categorises motivation according to key eras. The first Motivation 1.0
centres on primitive survival and the second Motivation 2.0 refers to the culture of reward and punishment
that we find in most businesses. Pink also believes that rewards can fail to improve people's engagement. He
argues that the traditional "CARROT AND STICK " approaches used to motivate employees are no longer useful
as they do not address the needs of the knowledge-based workplaces of the 21st century. Consequently,
Motivation 3.0 centres on autonomy. People like to have control over their work and their environment; they
do not like being told what to do. Having autonomy and being in control is a powerful motivator. However, in
most organizations, autonomy must be earned. People must be motivated to do the work.
Pink refers to „Type I” behaviour (i.e., intrinsic motivation where people are self-motivated because they are
given the freedom to do the work they enjoy), as being more suitable in contemporary workplaces, where
work now focuses on information and knowledge and where innovation and creativity are important. Pink
believes that it is essential that people thrive when they do work that they are truly passionate about.
While intrinsic motivation is good, it doesn’t work in every situation. Sometimes a person simply has no
internal desire to engage in an activity. Pink believes that „Type X” behaviour (i.e., extrinsic motivation motivating people using rewards external to work) is often deep-rooted, particularly among older employees
who are used to it. Therefore, it is important to know that when they are used appropriately, extrinsic
motivators can be a useful tool. For example, extrinsic motivation can get people to complete a work task or
assignment that they are not interested in.
Want to learn more? Check out the following video.

All employees, including informal personnel, are offered good welfare support such
as medical insurance (including health, vision and dental) and vacations.

T Y P E S O F M O T I VAT I O N
Why do we do the things we do? What pushes us to do something? What drives our behaviour? Many
thinkers have analysed motivation in terms of where it comes from. There are two main types of motivation.
These are:
1. Extrinsic motivation comes from outside of the individual and often involves tangible rewards such as
money, awards, recognition, promotion or medals.
2. Intrinsic motivation comes from inside the individual. This type of motivation stems from our desire to
do or achieve something, such as climbing a mountain or solving a problem. Intrinsic motivation is not
associated with external rewards; it is about personal gratification.
Extrinsic motivation arises from outside of the individual, while intrinsic motivation comes from within.
Research has shown that each type has a different effect on our behaviour. For example, when you engage
in an activity just for the fun of it, you are doing it because you are intrinsically motivated. Your motivations
for engaging in the behaviour come from inside yourself rather than from the desire to gain some type of
external rewards such as money or a prize. In this case, a person’s inherent enjoyment of an activity creates
positive emotions such as pride, achievement, or a sense of meaning. This provides sufficient justification
for their behaviour. In fact, scientists have discovered that offering external rewards or reinforcements for
an already internally rewarding activity can, in fact, make the activity less rewarding. This is often called the
overjustification effect.
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Dan Pink: The puzzle of motivation | TED Talk
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_the_puzzle_of_motivation/transcript?language=en

T H E O R I E S O F M O T I VAT I O N
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Motivational theory helps us to discover what drives individuals to work towards a goal or outcome. Several
thinkers have tried to find out the answer to what motivates people to work. There are many theories relating
to motivation such as, including drive theory, instinct theory, and humanistic theory (such as Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs). The reality is that many different forces guide and direct our motivations.
1. Instinct theory is used to describe behaviour. According to this theory, people are motivated to
behave in certain ways because they are naturally programmed to do so by nature. For example,
salmon swim up rivers to spawn in the same place every year. Examples of human instincts include
play, shame, anger, fear, attachment, shyness, modesty and love.
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2. Incentive theory suggests that people are motivated to do things because of the rewards they
receive. For example, you might be motivated to go to work each day for the reward of being paid,
or you might sell more services to clients to achieve a commission or bonus.
3. Drive theory suggests that people are motivated to do certain things to reduce internal tension. Drive
theory has a strong biological component and focuses on the fundamental desire to do something.
For example, you might be motivated to eat a sandwich to reduce the internal state of hunger.
4. Humanistic theory is based on the premise that people also have strong cognitive reasons to
perform various actions. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is an example of humanistic theory. Maslow
argues that there are different levels of motivation and that people must satisfy basic needs such as
food and shelter before they move up to higher-order needs such as self-esteem and realising their
potential.

WHAT WORKS? HOW DO WE INCREASE OUR MOTIVATION?
Think about all the steps that you will take to achieve your task. Understanding the
process helps you to realise what is involved.
Try to anticipate some of the challenges that you might encounter. Visualising what is
ahead might help to deal with things when they arrive.
Try to think about what you can do to overcome those challenges. Planning ahead and
anticipating short term benefits help you to prepare.

H O W C A N W E M O T I VAT E O U R S TA F F I N T H E W O R K P L A C E ?
If motivation is personal, how can you motivate your team? How can you motivate your team to do something
complicated like transitioning to Industry 4.0? Well, unfortunately, you can’t! It is simply not possible to force
someone to be motivated. However, you can create a working environment that will enable them to be
motivated. Progressive organisations often share certain characteristics, including an inspiring leader, a clear
strategy, an open culture, empowered staff, flexible structure, and good performance management systems.
You can manage this whole process yourself or appoint a staff member, but without an owner, the change
management process will not run smoothly. As with any change, transitioning to industry 4.0 will probably
take a while to get it established as a business-as-usual activity. So, you may consider implementing a change
management plan to help your staff adapt. You must show your constant support for the process. Strong
leadership is essential to create the right environment for success. Leaders can influence a group to achieve
their goals by:
1. building trust and inspiring teamwork,
2. defining a clear purpose and strategic intent,
3. establishing and communicating goals,
4. creating a supportive environment,
5. measuring performance and impact.

Be careful with incentives. Researchers have found that rewarding people for doing
things that they already want to do can actually have a negative effect. Often
completing the task is enough to feel rewarded. However, rewards can be effective if
the person has no inherent interest in the activity.

WHAT SHOULD WE DO WHEN WE LOSE OUR MOTIVATION?
Focus on tasks that really matter to you.
Focus on the tasks that you are good at.
Break up a large complex task into smaller actions and work towards achieving one
task at a time.
Remember what your strengths are.
Try to raise your energy levels - get some exercise or sleep.
Remind yourself of your previous achievements.

What helps motivation in organisations? Think of an organisation known to you that you
believe to be good at this. What strikes you as interesting about the way it works?
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SHOW STRONG LEADERSHIP
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First and foremost, leaders must be both credible and trustworthy. People are reluctant to believe in a person
who is not honest or authentic, or whose speech and actions are inconsistent. Thus, credibility is a requirement
or rather an expectation for any organisational actor who motivates others. Trust is also essential for effective
motivation. Trust is like a large underground reservoir that feeds wells that stretch beneath the surface. In
business, these wells are called innovation, complementary teams, collaboration, reinforcement, and other
relevant strategic initiatives. They feed the processes of social relationships, trading, and doing business.
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The importance of trust and its long-term
business impact are well illustrated in the figure
on the right. Low trust levels decrease the
speed at which tasks are completed, propelling
the higher costs. On the other hand, high trust
levels result in accelerated production and costefficiency.

To illustrate all these, here are two cases that have happened in different sectors:

The manager with the golden heart
A bank replaced one of its middle managers. In the given field, it was expected
that the impact of the new leader’s activity would appear in the results in
approximately 4-6 months. To the biggest surprise of the management, the
new leader had already procured positive results in the second month. When
they began to investigate what happened, the following turned out: the new
manager showed up to every office every morning and said a few words of
encouragement. At the end of the day, he also peered into all the offices
under his management and thanked the team for their work that day. Also,
he notified the team if he had to leave earlier as well as informing the staff
about whether he would return to the office that day, or meet them the next
day, and wished them well in their work.
Frequent personal interaction, an overall positive attitude, gratitude, and
encouragement are sometimes enough to boost performance and, in this
case, showing an improvement in two months.

A call centre’s motivation system

Efficiency is very important in call centre operations. At the time of this story,
it was customary in the profession to divide workers into groups (e.g., thirds).
Based on their performance, the first third received many bonuses and
benefits, the middle third received an acceptable amount, but the final third
did not receive any extra benefits, and some companies even applied sanctions
to those in the lower category. All employees’ results were measured and
easily accessible to the employees during the month. However, some noticed
halfway through the month that they could no longer get into the middle or
first third, so they leaned back - and often - their performance diminished
even further.
Recognising this, the firm developed a motivation system in which they
ceased the clusters, and when certain performance thresholds were reached,
employees were given an incentive wage set as a percentage of the base
wage, where the available per cent increased with the performance. They
also introduced a very low incentive wage of 0.5%. The company’s financial
management subjected the system to hard questioning, as they had trouble
understanding what the point of such a small incentive was.
Eventually, the motivation system was approved, became very successful,
and resulted in a cultural change amongst employees. It was attractive to be
a new employee and receive an incentive salary as early as the month after
training - even if it was only a small amount.

DEVELOP CLEAR GOALS
You should be clear on why you are moving to Industry 4.0 and how you intend to get there. The establishment
of clear goals provides the form and focus which can help maintain motivation. Long term goal clarity
is achieved when all employees know where the organisation is attempting to go in the future and why
knowledge transfer is important to get there. Short-term goal clarity is achieved when managers set tangible
and measurable goals for employees’ work, which are in alignment with the overall goals of the organisation.
Goals must be clearly defined and communicated to all so that everyone can work towards a similar end. All
team members must understand their role in the process. Detailed procedures should be developed by the
team members to minimize resistance within the organisation.
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A strategy is a way of describing where you want to go and how you are going to get there. A strategic plan
should be practical and actionable, so you are clear on what steps you need to take to implement it. Your
strategy should be:
¾ clearly defined and communicated to all,
¾ supported by you and any other leaders,
¾ accepted by staff and any other stakeholders.
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To develop the momentum necessary to ensure the transition process is successful, the commitment and
support of all those directly involved in the process are required, especially those who are most affected. In
effect, these people are required to take ownership of the process so that it is their success. This is unlikely to
be achieved unless they can be involved in planning and execution. A successful pilot group can help with this
as the initial success can provide much encouragement. However, it is also important to consider that one
group working in isolation will not reveal all the problems that an organisation-wide introduction would face.

CREATE AN OPEN CULTURE
Companies that create an open, participative culture perform better. Culture is the collection of fundamental
values and belief systems that give meaning to organisations and is created from a broad range of internal
and external influences, some of which are difficult to manage. Your organisation’s culture can either help or
hinder the move to a new way of doing business.
You need to create a culture where your staff feel safe to try to be creative and innovative and know that
there will be no negative consequence if they take risks and explore ideas. There are many ways that you can
facilitate this, such as:

Work teams are emerging as the dominant organisational component of the new economy. They are
more consistent with flatter, more flexible and more responsive organisations. Cross-functional teams and
communities of practice are ideal mechanisms for capitalising on multiple perspectives. They create value for
their members as well as the organisation.
Even if they do not work on the same process or activity, your staff can learn from each other’s experiences
and apply this new-found knowledge to their work. Mixing staff allows employees from all sorts of different
social and work backgrounds to learn from their colleagues’ experiences from a different perspective. Thus,
they can bring fresh ideas to the project by thinking out of their comfort zone.

Researchers have found that when staff collaborate, their individual
talents add up to collective achievements (Cormican and Dooley,
2007).

¾ Allow people to help set their own goals: People will be more engaged in their work when they
pursue goals that they have helped to create.
¾ Avoid controlling language: Instead of saying „you must” or „you should,” use terms like „consider
doing” or „think about doing.”
¾ Have open-door hours: Set aside time when people can come and talk to you about issues in an
open and inclusive environment.
¾ Create a playful office environment, install a breakout area to facilitate informal chats and
conversations, discuss both good and “less good” ideas at staff meetings, with equal positivity
towards both.
Effective communication is also imperative to support this. It seems that if people know and understand
what is taking place, they are more likely to accept the change. Communication helps to overcome fears and
encourages those involved to assist rather than resist change. Therefore, an effective communication process
must be established from the outset. This should provide employees with correct and timely information in
addition to the feedback on their performance.

FACILITATE COLLABORATION
The structure of your organisation is a critical success factor for knowledge-based work, such as working
in Industry 4.0. Previously, companies had function-oriented structures which were effective and helped
management have control. These no longer work today, as things change so quickly. To create and transfer
knowledge, different parts of the business or staff with different roles and skillsets need to communicate.
Research also indicates that when staff collaborate, their talents add up to collective achievements.
To transition to Industry 4.0, the right information must be made available to the right place, at the right time
and in the right format. Therefore, effective communication is vital. Frequent communication increases the
amount of information directly in that more communication usually yields more information. Communication
among employees and with outsiders stimulates their performance. Thus, the better that people relate to
each other and with key outsiders, the better their performance.
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MEASURE IMPACT
The final step of the process is to measure the impact of your new strategy. You should consider this step
when you are writing your strategy and determine some measures which you will use to gauge the success
or, otherwise, of your initiatives, bearing in mind, that they may take some time to show results. You can
check your progress against your measures to make sure that your objectives are progressing. Make sure that
your measures meet the following criteria. Ask yourself whether they are:
¾ Quantifiable: Make sure your measures are objective (based on statistical fact) and not subjective
(based on instinct or “gut feel”).
¾ Understandable: Your measures should be easily understandable to everyone in the business.
Consider using easy-to-read charts and graphs that can be quickly understood.
¾ Actionable: You do not want to choose measures you cannot have an impact on. It is important that
your employees feel they can influence the measure through normal work or specific projects you
put in place.
¾ Repeatable: You need the measure to be useful more than once. You should be able to track progress
on the measure over time so that you can analyse critical trends.
¾ Timely: At the very least, strategic measures should be looked at annually, and at the most, monthly.
Any time frame longer than that makes it difficult to tie the measure in with your strategic plan.
Toyota-Kata method
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Another way of establishing a motivated demeanour in the workplace is to establish, strengthen
and stabilise innovative operations. For example, the world-renowned Toyota-Kata method from
the automotive industry has essentially made this mode of operation common, accepted, and natural in Toyota’s everyday life. The methodology places heavy emphasis on defining motivation as
“the systematic pursuit of desired conditions by utilizing human capabilities in a concerted way*.”
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*Mike Rother (4 September 2009). TOYOTA KATA: MANAGING PEOPLE FOR IMPROVEMENT, ADAPTIVENESS AND SUPERIOR
RESULTS. McGraw Hill Professional. p. 15. ISBN 978-0-07-163985-9.
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Remember moving to a new way of working is not a definitive process but rather one that is constantly
evolving. To avoid stagnation, where people involved in a new initiative lose interest or run out of steam,
momentum must be built and sustained. Therefore, once a new way of working has been initiated, support
systems should be aligned to reinforce the new design. It is important to remember that a new way of
working cannot survive if it must struggle against conflicting systems. Therefore, extra resources should be
budgeted and allocated for the transition phase to maintain the same level of output. This may include
providing additional training or management time. Finally, change frequently demands new knowledge, skills
and competencies, so on-going training is necessary to assist in reinforcing desired behaviour.
Flow: A Gaming example
Do you ever notice when you sit down intending to play online games for a few minutes, you
often find yourself playing hours later? This happens when you have reached a critical level of engagement. Games designers purposefully add characteristics and design features to create these
engaged states, thus creating more enjoyable and better selling games.
These engaged states are referred to as cognitive flow. When we are in flow….
¾ we are extremely focused on a task,
¾ we have a sense of active control,
¾ our actions and awareness are merged,
¾ we lose a sense of self-awareness.
So, how do we implement this in the work environment? Research suggests that managers should
do the following to enhance cognitive flow:
¾
¾
¾
¾

have concrete goals with manageable rules,
ensure the goals fit with a person’s capabilities,
provide clear and timely feedback,
eliminate distractions.

Many managers assume that if an employee is not performing well, the reason must be a
lack of motivation. Do you think this reasoning is accurate? What is the problem with the
assumption?

LEADERSHIP STYLES TO ADOPT
What type of leader are you? So, what type of leader do you want to be? Let’s look at the different available
options. Simply put, there are three main leadership styles. The autocratic leader monopolizes power and
sets forth directions of work for all employees. This style of leadership draws on and abuses the official
authority to coerce followers to execute instructions. This reflects badly on productivity, job satisfaction
and performance. It may have a short-term positive effect on productivity and may bring about discipline,
but this may disappear with the absence of the leader. The democratic leader derives power from human
relationships. She involves her followers in decision making and gives them freedom and trust. There is a lot
of open communication between the leader and his followers, and the employees feel respected, important,
and appreciated. The laissez-faire leader provides a wide space for followers to choose and decide for
themselves. She empowers her followers and lets them self-manage. The leader keeps a low profile and may
not have the final word, but that does not mean the goals of the organisation are sacrificed.
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There are also many theories available on leadership. The most important categories and approaches are
summarised below.
¾ The trait theories of leadership assume that chosen individuals are born with special characteristics,
making them successful leaders. Examples of effective leadership traits include intelligence, initiative,
dependability and goal-directedness.
¾ The behavioural theories of leadership suggest that it is not innate traits but specific behaviours
that differentiate effective leaders from ineffective leaders. An example of two behavioural types
that are opposite ends of a single leadership dimension includes the employee-oriented leader and
the task-oriented leader.
¾ The contingency theories of leadership assume that leadership cannot simply be defined in terms
of traits or behaviours. These theories assume that different leadership behaviour is effective in
different situations. The interaction of situational variables, like the leader, the leader’s authority,
the task, the characteristics of subordinates, the organisational environment and the external
environment, determine whether a style of leadership is effective or not.
These categories of leadership have limitations and generated disappointing and contradictory results.
Therefore, researchers were stimulated to create new theories of leadership. In the year 1977, House
introduced charismatic leadership. One year later, Burns described transactional and transformational
leadership. Let’s look at them in more detail as they are more relevant to the way we work nowadays.
¾ Charismatic leaders have a vision that proposes a better future and can clarify the importance of the
vision in terms that are understandable to others. They are willing to take on high personal risk and
incur high costs to achieve this vision. Charismatic leaders are responsive to their followers’ feelings
and needs and often engage in unconventional behaviour.
¾ Transactional leadership occurs when leaders engage their followers in a relationship of mutual
dependence, and followers get rewards or punishments, depending on the adequacy of their
performance. According to Bass and Riggio (2006), there are three components of transactional
leadership: contingent reward (CR), active management-by-exception (MBE-A) and passive
management-by-exception (MBE-P).
¾ Transformational leadership is a very dominant area of leadership research. The behaviour of a
transformational leader is characterized as transforming individual values and the intentions of
employees into collective organizational goals by communicating a vision for the future, by individual
support, providing an appropriate role model, fostering group goals, expecting high performance,
and stimulating subordinates intellectually.
Transformational leadership is particularly relevant to moving from one paradigm to another, such as
transitioning to Industry 4.0, so let’s take a closer look at it.
Transformational leaders inspire and motivate followers to achieve extraordinary outcomes. They can motivate
followers to do more than they originally intended and to exceed expected performance without any kind of
financial reward. Transformational leadership focuses on intrinsic motivation and not on extrinsic motivation.
These leaders communicate a vision for a better future and inspire followers to commit to this shared vision.
They operate by shaping the values, beliefs, and assumptions that employees have. Transformational leaders
know how to motivate people and set challenging expectations. However, they also provide support and
help their followers to achieve the task. They pay attention to their needs and make sure that the followers
feel empowered and respected. Furthermore, transformational leaders support the personal development
of their followers and help them to grow and to develop their leadership capacity. Several studies have found
significant and positive relationships between transformational leadership and the effort that employees are
willing to exert, satisfaction with the leader, ratings of job performance, and perceived effectiveness of the
leader.
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H O W T O M A N A G E R E S I S TA N C E T O C H A N G E

U S E F U L T O O L S T O H E L P E N G A G E S TA F F

People don’t like change. So, unfortunately, many employees will not respond to a new way of working in
the same way as you. People prefer stability. We are all creatures of habit, and we are comfortable in our
routines. Therefore, you should expect that there is going to be some level of resistance when making a major
change, such as transitioning to Industry 4.0. Consequently, you will need to actively manage the process.

A great way to engage your staff is to ask for their help. When people feel part of the process, they are more
inclined to own the task and implement it well. It is good practice to try to generate as many ideas as possible
during a short period. A good rule here is not to criticise or judge new ideas as they come, as this will stop
your staff from fully participating. You want them to let their brains run free to generate as many possibilities
as they can; filtering and merging will come later.

First and foremost, you should understand why people resist change. Only then can you identify strategies to
help manage this process. Research suggests that the key reasons for resistance to change are:
¾ Job Loss: Many people equate efficiency improvements with job losses. People are afraid that they
will lose their job.
¾ Poor Communication: People need to know what needs to be changed, why it must be changed,
how it needs to be changed and what success will look like.

EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK
Gather information from employee feedback, both positive and negative. You may learn more from complaints
than compliments. If you use any kind of employee satisfaction scoring system, gather all the data related to
the lower scores.

¾ Lack of Trust: If there is a lack of trust between management and employees, people will not engage
in the process. Trust is a must.
¾ The Unknown: If the future is unknown, there is also a good chance that employees won’t respond
well. People don’t like surprises (at work).
¾ Poor Timing: Timing is one of the biggest problems when it comes to change. Often it is not the act
itself that creates the resistance, but how and when it is delivered.
Leaders must engage those who are opposed to change. By doing this, you can actively see what employees’
concerns are and possibly alleviate the problem promptly. Providing employees time to give their input
assures them that their voice matters.
Communicating both early and often is necessary when trying to convey anything to employees. You should
be truthful, straightforward and sensitive to time when implementing change. You might also consider the
following good practices:
¾ Create a personal connection: Talk directly with your staff about the rationale for the proposed
change.
¾ Ask questions: Ask open-ended questions so that you can understand why people are hesitant and
where the resistance is coming from.
¾ Listen: Managing resistance is more about listening than it is about talking. You will learn much
more if you listen to peoples’ concerns.
¾ Manage expectations: Let people know what is expected of them, and how they will be evaluated.
¾ Have empathy: Walk in the shoes of others. Explain the change from the other person’s perspective
and acknowledge how it impacts them.
¾ Create a path forward: After everyone understands why the change is happening, focus on how it
will be implemented. Try to mutually agree on a way forward and aim for a „win-win” situation.

SCAMPER
Use SCAMPER as a tool to find ways to improve an existing process or come up with ideas for a new one. It is
based on the notion that everything new is a modification of something else.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
It uses a set of directed questions to help you come up with new ideas. It works by forcing you to ask yourself
a set of questions you normally would not think about.

HOW DO I DO IT?
To use the SCAMPER technique, first state the problem you would like to solve or the idea you would like
to develop. It can be anything: a challenge in your business; or maybe a process you want to improve. After
pinpointing the challenge, it is then a matter of asking questions about it using the SCAMPER checklist to
guide you. Consider, for instance, the problem „how to transition to Industry 4.0”.
S = Substitute, i.e., swap components, materials or people.
C = Combine, i.e., mix, combine with other assemblies or services, integrate.
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A = Adapt, i.e., alter, change function, use part of another element.
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M = Modify, i.e., increase or reduce in scale, change shape, modify attributes.
P = Put to other use.
E = Eliminate, i.e., remove elements, simplify, reduce to core functionality.
R = Reverse, i.e., turn inside out or upside down.
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The following tools can help you to organise, filter and select all the ideas generated during the earlier thinking
process so you can focus on the best ones. By ‘best ones’, we mean those you select for future development.
The others may be categorised as promising but requiring further conceptual thinking or interesting but not
considered worth pursuing at this time. You mustn't discard any ideas that don’t make it through this process
as in time there may be changes that make them more feasible because of new technology or change of
company strategy, availability of funding etc. It might be wise to put someone in charge of managing the
ideas.

Next, you should try to brainstorm possible causes of the problem. Show these possible causes as shorter
lines coming off the "bones" of the diagram. Where a cause is large or complex, then it may be best to break
it down into sub-causes. Show these as lines coming off each cause line.

CAUSE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
Also called a Fishbone or Ishikawa diagram, this is like a combination of Brainstorming and a Mind Map.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
You can use it to find out the real cause of the problem you are about to try to solve. That means you will have
a much better chance of solving the whole problem and not just parts of it.

HOW DO I DO IT?
You can create the diagram as follows:
1. Identify the problem,
2. Work out the major factors involved,
3. Identify possible causes,

By this stage, you should have a diagram showing all the possible causes of the problem that you can think of.
Depending on the complexity and importance of the problem, you can now investigate the most likely causes
a bit more. This may involve carrying out surveys, and so on. These will be designed to test which of these
possible causes is contributing to the problem.

4. Analyse your diagram.

A fishbone diagram is a good technique to use when you are trying to
fix a particularly complicated problem.

This one is a bit trickier than the others, so we have included a longer example:
Write down the exact problem you face, including who is involved, what the problem is, and when and where
it occurs. Let’s look at this problem.
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Problem: Office Coffee is terrible! All the time.
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AFFINITY DIAGRAM
WHAT DOES IT DO?
Affinity diagrams are useful for organising information into common themes and discovering the relationship
between them. It can help when you have a lot of information to process. The purpose of an affinity diagram,
above all, is to stimulate discussion about a problem or issue, opening possibilities for improvement or
solution.

HOW DO I DO IT?
To create an affinity diagram, do the following steps:
1. Record each idea on cards or notes.
2. Look for ideas that seem to be related.
3. Sort cards into groups until all cards have been used.
Here we have created one using the output from the Brainstorming example in the previous section.

BRICK BY BRICK: BUILDING UP SUCCESS
A good motivation system alone is not enough to succeed. However,
if the goal of the organisation is appropriate, its technology,
resources (including people) and processes work well, then a
good motivation system will greatly support the achievement and
retention of success. When designing motivational systems, it is
worth considering the skills-attitudes-knowledge triangle in the
planning phase, both at the individual and organizational level.
If the tasks and opportunities in the organisations are defined
by taking full cooperation and internal needs into account,
while reflecting the internal needs to the organization’s system
of recognition (positive feedback), an increase in the level of
individual motivation and better performance can be observed.
It is important to find out about the right abilities and skills when selecting employees. On the one hand, the
development of their skills can be part of the mandatory internal organisational training, and on the other
hand, it can even be used as a motivational tool - as many people are motivated by personal growth and skill
development and supporting their needs can serve as an effective motivating tool. Currently, gamification
serves as an important tool for motivation, gaining credibility in many professions.

G A M I F I C AT I O N F O R M O T I VAT I O N
To understand the importance of gamification, we have a simple example delivered by Mark Twain. In the
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Twain describes a situation where Tom is obligated to whitewash Aunt Polly’s fences
as a punishment. His buddy, Ben Rogers is coming to mock Tom, but Tom finds a way to sell whitewashing as a
unique, desirable activity. Ben asks if he can try it out, but Tom refuses to hand over the brush. It is only after
Ben offers him his apple, that Tom finally agrees.
Twain’s message is clear: the difference between work and play is an obligation. In addition to this, we
assume that all work can be converted into fun with proper communication. Methods such as the V-model
and the Gamification Matrix can change our mindset from an obligated duty into a voluntary and fun activity.
The following process-design method known as the V-model helps to understand the mindset of a gamification
developer. The five main aspects of game development/gamification are:
1. Mechanics: What is the desired behaviour? How do we know that we are successful?
2. Iconography: What is the inherent emotion to the behaviour? What do you feel when you are
working on your goals? How can we describe this mindset? What activities are carried out in reality?
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3. Ergonomics: What are the shortcomings of the target group? What skills should be developed?
What motivational factors should be taken into account?
4. Functionality: In what situation does the user meet the process? How much time do they dedicate
to this activity? What platform do they use?
5. Monetization: How is sustainability ensured? Is it a free or paid service? What are the costs and
incomes of the process?
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These are the five aspects that make up the design phase of the Gamification V-model. The aspects of the
execution phase are closely related to the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership model.
These are the five aspects that make up the design phase of the Gamification V-model. The aspects of the
execution phase are closely related to the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership model.
The Gamification V-model is an analytic tool to review and design processes. Introduced in 2017, the V-model
is used regularly in software and service development. We use it to validate ideas as well as to improve
existing processes.

In the Gamification Matrix, we connect Marczewsky’s RAMP (Relatedness, Autonomy, Mastery, Purpose)
model tasked to affect intrinsic motivation with Paul Hersey & Ken Blanchard’s Situational Leadership Model,
which is stating that a leader’s capabilities highly depend on certain situational factors, such as readiness,
willingness and behaviour.

P I L L A R S O F M O T I VAT I O N
There are numerous approaches to understand human motivation, as previously discussed in the Types of
Motivation chapter. However, the process of gamification builds heavily on three paradigms assembled from
the content of motivational approaches as follows:
¾ The Genetical paradigm suggests that all human beings are motivated by the same core drives.
These drives are in strong connection with the processes of our brains and with the perception of
the environment. Almost all core drives can be explained through evolution.
¾ Theories focusing on dominant strategies are also very much connected with the perception and
genetics but at the same time they assume that individuals differ from each other, based on what
behaviour and attitude were reinforced and imprinted as a successful surviving strategy.
¾ The Worm approach suggests that motivation is very much connected to the perception and
interaction with the environment. There are different hormones produced in our body as a response
to our conscious and subconscious neural activities. These hormones make up four basic intrinsic
and two extrinsic motivations and four basic fears.
◊ Intrinsic motivators consist of curiosity, development, acknowledgement, and social role.
◊ Extrinsic motivators include power and money.
◊ Fears include losing freedom, control, feeling ashamed and not good enough.
Consequently, the Gamification Matrix is a motivational toolset reflecting on the readiness of the player in a
certain process and providing exact methods to help them fulfil their intrinsic motivation.
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¾ Loosening: blocked interest can be loosened by raising curiosity. Based on the book of Roger Caillois,
we suggest four areas that provoke one’s interest: competence, luck, mimicry and vertigo. These
areas of interest are easy to access with proper communication.
¾ Vision: to get somebody to do something, we have to give him a brief roadmap. Vision is a technique
to reflect on one’s motivation and stress, making loosening a successful trigger. We use BJ Fogg’s
behaviour model to describe the vision in different areas such as sports, gambling, roleplaying and
sales.
¾ Free activity: utilizing the Tom Sawyer algorithm, we can turn any obligatory work into a desirable,
fun activity. The aim of the activity should be communicated as a challenge. The mandatory elements
are the game rules, while participation is free for all.
¾ Baby steps: based on Mihály Csíkszentmihályi’s flow theory, the grid of skills and challenges may
induce three main attitudes. We can either be bored, frustrated or in a flow. Flow seems to be a
fragile, temporary state. Michael Wu opines that we can stay in flow with the help of baby steps. A
run of challenge should be followed by a run of practice – that is the perfect way to learn something
new.
¾ Reinforcement: on the motivational level, baby steps should be reinforced. Michael Wu suggests
using points, badges and leaderboards to motive novices.
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¾ Visualization: we can tackle the fears of losing control by answering three questions: where are we?
what have we done so far? what are the next steps? These questions should be answered by using
preferably visual signs such as pictograms or infographics. Even verbal communication is acceptable.
¾ The extra mile: to avoid burnout, we must give acknowledgement, though acknowledging someone
is highly contradictive if no memorable performance has been carried out. The easiest way is to
go the extra mile. Doing an activity with a handicap, or under time pressure can produce enough
adrenaline, to receive the upcoming acknowledgement properly.
¾ Acknowledgement: again, according to Michael Wu, acknowledgement has three forms, such as
trophies, individual reputation and team reputation. Trophies reflect on special performances,
individual reputation is something that one can talk about during Sunday lunch, while team
reputation is the ultimate motivation to do something for the team.
¾ Fault tolerance: to achieve big results, multiple attempts are necessary. Failure is a must. Tolerating
failure does not mean to accept mediocre results, but to encourage all to dare, to stand up after
failing, and to repeat until success is achieved.
¾ Delegation: core challenge of partnership is delegation. A delegate is ready to do everything that
their leader can do. The delegate has the skills and motivation to act, and they can follow professional
patterns. For the leader, the challenge is trust, given that the delegate does the work while the
leader has the responsibility.
¾ Partnership: partners do not require reinforcement or acknowledgement from the leader. They are
partners. What they need is fair treatment and some good time together. The general rules of fair
treatment: never paternalize your colleagues, never exploit them, do not try to compensate them
for their acts, help them, celebrate with them.
¾ Community role: the partner’s most stressful question is: am I good enough? To ease this insecurity,
it is essential to develop a healthy mindset to focus on the things we can do, to have a helicopter
view, where we can temporarily compare our activities with the roadmaps, to have role models to
follow, and a community role providing us with the strength of a totem, protecting us from revealing
our vulnerable parts, and helping us focus on our mission.
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SUMMARY
The goal of this module is to equip you with practical (and hopefully useful) knowledge and tools for managing
motivation in the workplace. Therefore, we started with a basic introduction to the concept of motivation
and a discussion of what inspires employees to perform well at work. Next, we examined the types of
motivation and talked about the importance of intrinsic motivation and what we must do to harness it. We
also examined some theories of motivation and focused on good practices to increase our motivation and
what we should do when we lose our motivation. The next section presented some good practices to help
motivate our staff in the workplace. We provided tips and tricks and presented some interesting case studies
to show what worked in other organisations. The next sections focused on leadership styles and what you
should do when you encounter resistance to change. The module concludes with some tools to help engage
staff as well as a discussion on gamification which will be helpful for our gamified tool.
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INTRODUCTION

TECHNICAL
COLLABORATION

One of the principal concepts today is Industry 4.0, which brings the latest developments in information
technology into everyday life, thus transforming economic life. With the new solutions, we can connect to
global networks, to monitor and control more extensive data capture and processes in real-time.
In our guide, we want to clarify the concept of Industry 4.0, its basic views. The guide can also serve as
a starting point for an easier understanding of systems, solutions, and technical conditions for our target
audience.

HEAD TO THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
The term Industrie 4.0 was first introduced at the Hannover Messe in 2011 and later by the European Union
in 2016. „Industry 4.0 describes the organization of production processes in which devices communicate
independently with each other along the value chain. They create a „smart” factory of the future in which
computer-controlled systems monitor physical processes, create a virtual replica of physical reality, and make
decentralized decisions based on self-organizing mechanisms”.
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The process of industrial revolutions is still going on today, and we are separating several stages. As a result of
population growth, economic development, and urbanization, production had to take place in factories in a
concentrated and continuous manner. The first phase of this, the 1st Industrial Revolution, ushered in the era
of water and steam-powered equipment. The emergence of new materials, new energy and resources, new
forms of mechanization and work organization led to a period of mass production based on an electric-driven
division of labour. In the next stage, with the introduction of the first programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
and partial automation implemented with computers, entire manufacturing processes took place without
human intervention.
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We refer to the industrial application of information and communication technologies as Industry 4.0. It
comes from the inventions of the 3rd Industrial Revolution. Systems previously enhanced with computers
will be further expanded with network connections, allowing systems to communicate. By networking cyberphysical systems, smart factories can develop, in which manufacturing systems, components, and people
communicate with each other over a network, making production almost automatic.
Further chapters in the handbook focus on connected software technologies and solutions from the
achievements of the 4th Industrial Revolution, as this is the market segment facing the most significant
penetration. This is true for SMEs as well as large companies. However, trends such as AR (augmented reality),
additive manufacturing (e.g., 3D printing), digital twin or mobile robots (AGV) are also significant, of course.

DEFINITIONS
Additive manufacturing technology is a manufacturing process that produces objects by laying down thin
layers. In conventional machining, excess material remained from a larger piece, becoming so the finished
product. One of the best-known tools of additive manufacturing is the 3D printer. Its most significant
advantages are the rapid production of samples and the acquisition of smaller parts and accessories by
radically reducing lead time and extending customization.
Big data is a complex technological environment (software, hardware, network models) that allows the
processing of data files that are huge and multifaceted. It would be unmanageable to process big data with
existing database management tools. Big data as a concept is all about processing extensive amounts of data
that change at high speeds and are very diverse.
Internet of Things (IoT) is a variety of clearly identifiable electronic devices capable of recognizing some
essential information and communicating it with another device on an Internet-based network. In other
words, the term covers networked “smart” devices. This technology is evolving at an accelerating pace.
Cloud-based service: we can distinguish several types of cloud-based services, but the common thing is
that the services are not operated on a dedicated hardware device, but distributed on the service provider’s
devices, hiding the operational details of the service from the user. These services are available to users over
a network, the Internet for public cloud, a local network for the private cloud or the Internet.
By cyber-physical system, we mean „the integration of IT, software technology and mechanical and
electronic components”. It has a high degree of complexity in which the elements communicate via wired
and increasingly wireless „data infrastructures”, e.g., the Internet, and the components can adapt to current
production conditions.
KPI (Key Performance Indicator) is an indicator, typically a ratio, by which we present the performance of the
considerable activity by regular, preferably continuous measurement. For indicators, we set goals to mark the
optimal state to be achieved. If our metrics deviate from this goal, we need to intervene. It is essential that
there is no development without measurement and feedback.
M2M technology is the flow of data between devices without human intervention. Communication occurs
between any machine equipped with the appropriate technology to connect to the system. Machine-tomachine interaction means not only simple data flow, but also independent decision-making and interference.
MES (Manufacturing Execution System) is a computer system that controls production processes, which
means real-time monitoring. MES provides information on the status of orders, material requirements
during production, malfunctions, production losses, capacity utilization of production equipment, scheduled
maintenance periods, operating hours. The most valuable service of MES is the arrangement of data
collected on production activities running in parallel with each other, the provision of summary information
to the workers and their managers, supporting and accelerating the making of necessary decisions and the
implementation of measures.
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OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness) is a fundamental production index, which gives the best overall
performance characteristic of production processes. This complex indicator consists of the multiplication of
three factors. The first factor, quality, shows the ratio of qualitatively appropriate pieces to the totals produced.
The second factor is availability, which shows the proportion of the time spent on actual production to time
planned. The third factor, performance, is the ratio of the prescribed cycle time to the actual one fulfilled.
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Smart factory: The production environment in which manufacturing and controlling equipment coordinate
and organize themselves without human intervention is called an „intelligent-” or „smart factory”.
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Predictive (forward-looking) maintenance helps with the continuous use of diagnostic tools to predict
expected failure and wear of the equipment without stopping the machine. Typical diagnostic methods are
vibration diagnostics, ultrasound examination, compactness examination, endoscopic examination, etc. Its
advantage over other maintenance methods is that it provides an assessment of the equipment as a function
of parameters. It also estimates life expectancy and can predict the failure time of components, making the
source and extent of the failure easily identifiable.
Preventive maintenance is rigid cycle maintenance, performing care and recovery measures on the equipment
based on predetermined performance and time data without considering the actual condition. The goal
is to avoid unexpected failures, so maintenance cycles are selected based on manual specifications and
operational experience for a shorter period than required to use the full wear reserve with the intended use.
The equipment is operational at the start of the measures, that is, the repairs are carried out independently
of damage. Rigid cycle maintenance is very costly as the full wear reserve of the equipment is not well
utilized. Parts are replaced with new ones at the end of the cycle, even though the original part still has some
full wear reserve.
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is the communication of the radio frequency transceiver unit with the
RFID tags placed on the observed objects. The process takes place automatically, without human intervention,
so it is not necessary to read each package individually, the system reads the labels of all products passing
through the reading gate and uploads them to the database at the same time. They can reuse tags, which
makes the RFID identification system economical.
SCADA (Supervisory control and data acquisition): A control system architecture that includes computers,
networked data communications, and graphical user interfaces (GUIs) to manage high-level process control.
It also includes other peripherals, such as programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and discrete proportional
integration/derivation (PID) controllers, which connect to a specific technology plant or machine.

R AT I O N A L O B J E C T I V E S F O R S M E S
The expected success and value creation ability of an Industry 4.0 project depends mainly on the defined
ultimate goal. The organizational and economic structure of a larger enterprise makes it easier to mitigate
risks than an SME. The aim of smaller organizations should be to operate as efficiently as possible, by reducing
risks in a digitization project to a minimum. If they want to set the project goal, first they need to examine
their actual position before finding a way to carry the project out. Defining the appropriate implementation
steps are imperative to the success of Industry 4.0 projects, the details of which we will discuss in a later
chapter (see Defining schedule).

DEFINING AN ENTRY-LEVEL
Before SMEs can enter the Fourth Industrial Revolution, they need to identify their position entry-level wise.
They need to build on the development levels that are already in place, making the most of their potential.
For example, a company that manufactures products by hand cannot implement sensory machine data
collection. Without the necessary equipment in place, they cannot improve efficiency. Tools must first be
procured and integrated into the process to make improvements.
With different level-steps, we can achieve an efficiency increase of up to 20% of total productivity. In addition
to the proper sequence of levels, it is equally important that everyone involved in the production value
chain is on the same horizontal level. If there is a significant difference in the level of maturity of the people
involved, then the level-step does not make sense. After all, the current opportunities were not sufficiently
exploited then by the company. Then individuals will not be able to make such a big jump and will only form
a bottleneck in moving forward. To do this, they need to catch up with the innovators and move up together.

Source: https://www.ipar4.hu/page/tudasbazis-ipar-4-0-fogalomtar
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For simplicity, we have identified four entry levels at which placement is aided by the following guidelines. The
“height” of the steps decreases as the process progresses, so one should jump the biggest at the beginning.
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INSUFFICIENT LEVEL
¾ Production planning is done entirely on paper, manually.
¾ Related production events (downtime, scheduled maintenance, etc.) are also on paper.

The target scope of the average Industry 4.0 projects is typically the Entry level. If a company is at this level, it
can almost be said to be operating as a Smart Factory. Human presence and intervention are required during
the design and operation of production. However, it is no longer necessary for the manufacturing process
itself.

LEVEL OF EXCELLENCE

¾ There is no storable and traceable information about the manufactured products (or accessing them
is hard, and there are paper-records only).
¾ The product requires human input entirely and is minimally mechanized (not to be confused with
automation).

¾ The information collected from production has an automatic feedback effect on production (M2M).

¾ There is no network infrastructure available.

¾ The entire product life cycle gets traced.

¾ Any flow of information would not start unless someone initiates it.

At this level, we still have a lot to do before we introduce Industry 4.0 devices. The first step is to carry out
a digital transformation throughout the organization to make all information available digitally. Typically,
software like MES or ERP is suitable for this. When implementing these systems, one should pay attention to
use software that can integrate.

ENTRY LEVEL
¾ Production planning is fully digitized (MES / ERP).
¾ Related production events get automatically recorded in a database.
¾ Digitized and automated data recording takes place on manufactured products.

¾ Based on the production information, predictions help to further design and prevent errors.
¾ Production is automatic, in an autonomous way (from order to delivery).
¾ Human intervention is only necessary in exceptional cases to handle anomalies; otherwise,
supervision is sufficient.

To achieve a level of excellence, the company must complete all elements of the Industry 4.0 ecosystem,
which is a technological and organizational challenge. Nevertheless, it is worth setting this level as a longterm goal and moving up the steps to increase competitiveness. Larger companies are already operating in
such an “excellent” manufacturing environment.
Closely related to the entry-level is the assessment of the current state of the company. We will learn about
the possible methodologies of this in the next chapter.

OBJECTIVES

¾ Production is fully mechanized and automated.
¾ Network infrastructure is available, and machines are connected, collecting data.
¾ Data and information recorded in the digital space are accessible to "everyone" (even online).

This is the entry-level to the path of the “smart factory”. At this stage, the necessary digital data sources are
already available, in which information becomes available in space and time with much greater freedom.
Relationships are present in the data with manually started queries and statements, and we can establish a
direct connection between them later.

LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION

Once the SME has localized itself at the appropriate level, it must set targets in different perspectives that
are bold enough to encourage innovation. At the same time, companies should keep value creation in mind,
delivering real business benefits to the corporate processes (such as additional revenue or cost savings).
Innovation in itself should not be a goal.
To illustrate the proposed methodology, perhaps the following example is best suited: imagine drawing an
image. For the whole picture, we first make a sketch in which we draw a circle around all the necessary
elements (long-term goals). After that, it is worth highlighting the more emphasized parts and paying more
attention to them (medium-term goals). We vision how we would work out details and start with what seems
risky but has high value (short-term goals).
The following coordinate system will help in considering your goals:

¾ Production planning is fully digitized (MES / ERP).
¾ Related production events get automatically recorded in a database.
¾ Digitized and automated data recording takes place on manufactured products.
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¾ Production is fully mechanized and automated.
¾ Network infrastructure is available, and machines are connected, collecting data.
¾ Data and information recorded in the digital space are accessible to "everyone" (even online).
¾ Stakeholders get notified of more critical events without the need to pay constant attention.
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The perspectives are worth defining as follows. It is possible to deviate from the specified time intervals, but
a project that is too long can, for example, pose an increasing risk.
Short-term goals (3-6 months): let's start with the narrowest cross-section! In most cases, these projects
are often called pilot projects. They have a fast turnaround, relatively low cost of entry and spectacular
(expected) results. It is a good idea to select a slice of the whole scale where there is visible loss, for example,
to check the actual effects. In this way, we can validate the solution we want to implement quickly. We can
also gain mutual experience with the supplier, and the success achieved in a short time has a motivating
effect on the participants to move on. The willingness to take risks pays off in the long run.
Medium-term goals (0.5-1 years): during this time, horizontal and vertical progress is being made based on
the pilot's experience. Transfer the best practices of the previously dissolved focal point to other locations
in the production environment. For example, if you piloted on a machine/area, involve more. Also, integrate
areas of the organization that got neglected so far. In the medium term, the lion's share of an Industry
4.0 project needs to get completed. Basic functionality covering the entire vertical needs should also get
delivered.
Long-term goals (1-3 years): to create them in more detail (if the company does not have relevant Industry
4.0 technical and management competence), it is worth involving an external expert in the planning and
consulting stage. A poorly defined strategy risks the success of a project, even in earlier phases. It is necessary
to assess who should be involved in planning (management, engineering, maintenance, shift management,
etc.). To find out who benefits from the developments and what role they can play in it. These will outline
what technological, organizational, and corporate transformations are needed to achieve the goals. Once
they met the medium- and short-term goals, then at this stage, it should be fine-tuned and optimized based
on the experience gained so far.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

MACHINES INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION
At the lowest level of the implementation are the machines that carry out the specific product manufacturing
activity. The industrial revolutions reviewed earlier (1.3) already included mechanization, and the third had
practically reached automation. Thus, we can conclude that at least a partially automated production process
is an essential condition for the transition to Industry 4.0. Typically, the following groups of machines occur
most frequently, with some type appearing in almost every industry:
¾ Machining machines

There are technological criteria for using Industry 4.0 opportunities to consider before starting the deployment.
The existence of these conditions practically reflects the level of entry described earlier. The presence of
these criteria does not necessarily mean that there would be Smart production in place. Yet, the lack of these
critical building blocks can be a hindrance.

EXISTING HARDWARE- AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

»

Multi-axis (metal) machining centres

»

Lathes

»

Various cutting, shaping, bending machines

¾ Casting machines
»

Metal injection moulding machines

»

Plastic injection moulding machines

¾ Additive manufacturing technology
»

The available environment falls into one of these two main categories, eventually. All of this will provide the
ecosystem needed for the system to function. Hardware- and software components can exist both at the
production level and the office. The real challenge of a “smart factory” is to integrate them into each other.
The figure below illustrates the hierarchy in which these tools work together.

3D printing (metal, plastic, etc.)

¾ Special purpose machines
»

Assembly equipment

»

Packing machines

¾ Robot cells
»

Robotic arms with 4-8 axes
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¾ Monitoring equipment
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»

Visual inspection machines

»

Equipment based on the measurement of physical characteristics (pressure, temperature, etc.)
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Calling machine types into a “continuous chain” is called a production line. The more elements we can
connect to manufacturing this way will get us a higher level of automation with less human intervention.
However, the innovative approach of Industry 4.0 does not (always) envision such a production environment,
but rather an island-like one, thus offering greater flexibility in response to diverse product manufacturing
needs. The material flow can be achieved, for example, with AGVs (automatic guided vehicles).
If equipment is available, its OT-level interconnection is essential. Tools need to communicate with each
other, preferably on some modern bus system (ProfiNET, EthernetIP, etc.). By connecting to these networks,
the sensor data of the devices can ensure data collection. If, on the other hand, the equipment does not have
such a physical attachment, upgrading would be necessary. Upgrading can be done, for example, by installing
an additional network (ethernet) card or by setting up retrofit sensors. In practice, there are already plenty
of solutions for how to “age” an older machine with such sensors, which are suitable for measuring some
physical characteristic (vibration, temperature, etc.) and can communicate the measurement results on a
proper interface.

MES/ERP
We have described the meaning of MES and ERP in the definition chapter. In many cases, the two go hand
in hand. Ideally, there may not be a sharp margin between the two, as such systems need to work closely
together, it is worth creating a flow of data between them. An essential criterion for “smart manufacturing”
is that the company has such systems or at least one of them. In practice, the introduction of such a system
is a celebrated moment towards digitalization for SMEs.
Digitized manufacturing and resource planning systems ensure that an organization’s core business processes
are no longer paper-based, and the information can connect to other systems (such as manufacturing
machines). In many cases, the OT/IT connection happens where the production level devices come into
contact with the corporate governance systems, which has not been present before.

FOLLOW - UP
Tracking is the method that tracks all processes: from the procurement of raw materials to production,
consumption to clarify „who made the product, when, and where” (if viewed in terms of the entire
value chain). Thanks to improved product quality and a growing awareness of safety in recent years,
traceability is becoming a trend, spreading over plenty of areas, such as the automotive, electronics, food
and pharmaceutical industries. In doing so, we record the necessary information, such as manufacturers,
suppliers and distributors. This information gets tracked in all qualified manufacturing processes to ensure
records get managed. Traceability is defined by the ISO 9001 standard of the International Organization for
Standardization.
The automotive industry has long been aggressively promoting traceability. Car manufacturers use it to
prevent recall problems, minimize damage, as well as ensure quality management. However, it is demanding
to verify all the data collected from the making of tens of thousands of parts. Also, they need to comply with
changing laws and regulations. Besides, competition between costs and delivery times has been increasing
in recent years, making the importance of traceability steadily growing.
Although there are different ways of traceability, this can generally be divided into two aspects: the entire
value chain and internal traceability. Knowing the objectives of this handbook, the focus is on internal followup. Internal traceability is the tracking of the movement of parts/products in a limited, defined area, such
as a single company or plant. For example, an engine assembly plant procures engine parts, camshafts, and
pistons from suppliers and then assembles them. The management and use of the production history and
inspection results of these components can also be considered as internal traceability by the plant.
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For tracing manufacturing processes, each product or batch gets assigned an identification number and
information such as job details, inspection results, and dimensions are associated with that identification
number during each process to use for assembly later. The use of this information for processing contributes
to improving the efficiency and quality of production/work.

IT / OT CONNECTION
What is the difference between information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT)? In short, IT
deals with information, while OT deals with machines. The former controls the flow of digital information,
while the latter manages the operation of physical processes and the instruments used to perform them.
Another way to differentiate (less accurate) is the office (IT) and factory level (OT). A third good (and perhaps
even less accurate) juxtaposition would be a comparison of software (IT) and hardware (OT).
Since commercial and industrial computing, there has been a wide gap between the worlds of IT and OT. Most
of us know IT better. Gathering numbers of financial applications, building databases of personal records
and corporate assets, printing sales reports, monthly earnings and year-end statements, etc. The world of
OT is more distant and esoteric. Hidden behind firewalls and DMZs, sometimes on independent networks,
mission-critical systems monitor the real-time processes that control the company’s manufacturing facilities
and machines.
Although IT and OT are present in modern organizations separately, a phenomenon known as IT-OT
convergence is changing this. Because IoT technology brings together devices that not typically get connected
to the Internet (such as controlling a conveyor belt) and makes data available online, businesses now have
the opportunity to increase efficiency by applying IT intelligence to the physical devices of OT systems. For
example, conventional temperature controllers connected to OT systems typically send values with a closedloop readout, making it visible to employees to see if intervention is required at the plant level. However, IoT
allows these temperature sensors to be connected to IT networks, allowing them to communicate in realtime with other devices in the factory, to optimize temperature levels for maximum performance.
The ancient divide between IT and OT is becoming blurred - a necessity. While corporate decision-makers
need to consider the cybersecurity, compliance, and data integration implications of IT-OT convergence, it
is clear that this radical shift will provide an almost exponential opportunity for businesses to operate with
sufficient foresight and know-how. Organizations must actively bridge the gap between OT and IT because
the real benefits of digital otherwise would be missing. There are already many solutions to these tasks.
Manufacturers of relevant industrial devices are already offering many network devices (such as routers
and switches) suitable for connecting the security of IT and OT networks. Because IT networks in the world
are getting already built with some Ethernet-based infrastructure, OT networks must also focus on interface
capabilities.

COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT
Accessing, collecting, storing, processing, and displaying data requires computers and servers with different
characteristics in network infrastructure. It is usually worthwhile to separate them functionally or to use
them together depending on the task. If we examine the architecture from the bottom up, the lower layers
get typically served by edge/gateway devices. In practice, this only implements the data collection/reception
functionality from the manufacturer’s plant, so a large computing and data storage capacity is not required.
From here, the data is transmitted either to a server running on the local network („fog”) or to an external
server resource that is no longer within the factory network („cloud”). An essential requirement for the latter
two is high availability, computing and data storage capacity.
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EDGE
Machines/controllers and sensors are typically connected directly to edge computers. Data is collected and
processed by these tools, not particularly by aggregating, transforming, or running performance-intensive
algorithms. This technology is typically used when the data is in a digitally interpretable format. In this
case, the “edge” devices convert these non-digital values into digital values and then transfer them to the
“fog” or “cloud” layer for further analysis. However, it is not possible to perform performance-intensive precalculations on these, to store large amounts of data. On the other hand, its advantage is the OT location,
because it is in the immediate vicinity of the machine, so it is able to reliably collect data and buffer it even
in the event of an OT/IT network problem.

FOG
Essentially, „fog computing” is about processing complex performance-intensive algorithms for data collected
from „edge” devices. These algorithms use more resources and data to perform the calculation. These are
not available on „edge” devices and therefore cannot be run on them. It is also possible to generate control
signals in the „fog” layer. These can get sent to „edge” devices, and then the system is ready to control any
machine or device based on complex, calculated events. A „fog” is a server resource on a company’s local
network that is prepared to store and process even large amounts of data (big data). Typically, other systems
and databases get also focused there because integration gets facilitated by a shared environment. In many
cases, companies prefer the „fog” solution to the „cloud” because it typically has a locally available physical/
virtual server resource, and local IT security regulations also prefer local data collection.

real-time application with simple HTTP requests. This task is not possible. New types of protocols need to
get used here. The following are the most common new protocol definitions for the TCP/IP application layer.

REST - REPRESENTATIONAL STATE TRANSFER
REST is a connection solution that builds on certain principles of web basics and typically runs over HTTP.
It performs stateless communication. REST ignores the details of component implementation and protocol
syntax to focus on the role of components, the limitations of interaction with other elements, and the
interpretation of significant data elements. REST is also used to develop web services as an alternative to
different types of distributed communication, such as SOAP. They often use REST in mobile applications,
social networking sites, mashup tools, and automated business processes.
REST services have five basic foundations created for the Internet:
¾ All is a resource.
¾ Each resource has a unique identifier.
¾ It should use simple and consistent interfaces.
¾ Communication gets done by representation.
¾ All requests are stateless.

WS - WEBSOCKET

Applications running in „edge” and „fog” environments can even get found as „on-premise”.

CLOUD
The essence of cloud-based computing is that we can purchase resources and place data in the cloud for
(off-premises) analysis. It is rare for an IoT solution to transfer all raw data to the cloud system. In the cloud
computing layer, there is a distinction between private and public cloud systems. Public cloud does not mean
that data will be available to the public, but resources and services are accessible by anyone. Moreover,
private cloud systems connect multiple locations with a centralized architecture, such as a data centre, usually
by the same owner company. Private and public cloud systems depend on an (external) network and can only
be accessed with an internet connection. Therefore, in the Industry 4.0 architecture, it is recommended to
use them only to analyze aggregate enterprise data.
For the „edge” and „fog” layers, the resource is typically acquired as a one-time investment and represents
physical assets. It is available as a „cloud” service, usually in the form of a monthly fee in proportion to
the number of resources required. The great advantage is that it can be easily scaled down or scaled up
depending on the resource requirements.

API

The HTML5 WebSocket specification defines an API that allows Web pages to use the WebSocket protocol for
two-way communication with a remote machine. The WebSocket interface defines a full-duplex communication
channel that operates through a single socket over the Internet. HTML5 WebSocket tremendously reduces
unnecessary network traffic and latency, as opposed to the unscalable and long-query solutions used to
simulate a full-duplex connection by maintaining two connections. The WebSocket protocol means to work
well with your existing web infrastructure. As part of this design principle, the protocol specification specifies
that the WebSocket connection begins its life as an HTTP connection, thus guaranteeing full backward
compatibility with the world before WebSocket. Switching from HTTP to the WebSocket protocol is called a
“WebSocket handshake”.

MQTT - MESSAGE QUEUING TELEMETRY TRANSPORT
MQTT is a machine-to-machine/”Internet of Things” connection protocol. Designed as a simple
„publishing”/”subscribing” messaging service, it is therefore widespread. Useful for connections to remote
locations where a shortcode is required, and network bandwidth is outstanding. For example, it has been
used in sensors in the past that communicate with the broker via a satellite connection, as well as in many
home automation and small device scenarios.
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FEEDBACK TO USERS
The Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 are the most important aspects of sending and receiving data
between the IT and OT layers. We need standardized protocols to handle communication between different
systems, sensors, and devices. These protocols should be slightly different from the protocols currently used
on the Internet. Take, for example, the classic HTTP/HTTPS-based data access and try to cover a modern
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The information collected and processed should be communicated to the appropriate members of the
organization. (At the level of excellence in Industry 4.0, the process of feedback giving is already shifting from
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people to machines, with the spread of M2M.)
Feedback can form two main groups: user interface and notifications.

USER INTERFACE

Visual feedback can take place on the user interface of a software component of the
Industry 4.0 ecosystem (also known as the UI); we can see the measured results on display (whether logged
in on a computer, smart device, or on a line display, for example). There are already plenty of solutions for
this, with the proliferation of web-based viewers, which have the great advantage of platform independence,
and the ease of building a network infrastructure that allows them to be accessed „from anywhere”. Almost
all computer programs have such an interface, without which it would be challenging to obtain information
or enter data into an ERP system, for example. It is also possible to generate reports through this.
It is a great idea to organize your most important data (KPIs) into so-called dashboards. A “dashboard” is a
one-sided visual interface that allows the user to monitor at a glance the achievement of their most important
goals or expectations.

in this context: when an event occurs on the OT layer, the affected users have to be notified with a solution
developed on the IT layer. For example, if the value of a pressure sensor reaches a certain limit, it generates
an event that requires a notification to be sent to a maintainer. This allows the maintainer to intervene
and correct the fault even before the actual machine stops (which is why the notification system is key in
predictive maintenance).
Another common application is an automatic report generation and sending. For example, it is not necessary
to manually query the statistics on the quantity produced per week in the user interface. It can arrive in our
mailbox automatically every week.
It is worth noting that we can achieve improvements only if we carry out actions and sufficient changes
throughout the organization and production.

DEFINING A SCHEDULE
Based on the reviews in previous chapters, we have determined the benefits of Industry 4.0. Once we have
assessed what technical level our company is at, we can start planning. In another approach, we need to
create a timeline from the rational objectives we learned earlier, including all the necessary steps and the
costs and benefits. The resulting strategic roadmap can provide a comprehensive picture of the steps that
manufacturers need to take during the transition to Industry 4.0.
The timeline may, of course, vary depending on the size and composition of the company. Different “best
practices” may work for SMEs and large organisations. Several approaches to route planning have been
developed, and timetables can take many forms. Several research works address these timelines: an
essential difference between large companies and SMEs (taking into account the structure and expertise of
large companies) is that even more departments and teams can be involved in planning, such as strategic
management, procurement, HR, the Industry 4.0 engineering group or production. However, SMEs do not
have these types of structures; they often operate in a flat hierarchy. In the case of micro-enterprises (having
less than ten employees), each employee, rather than teams, must use the schedule.

NOTIFICATIONS
In information technology, a notification system is a combination of software and hardware that delivers a
message to a group of recipients. Notifications have become part of our lives; smart devices regularly inform
us about world events, social networking events, etc. Messages are usually received via email, text message,
or so-called push messages (sent by mobile phone applications).
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Notification systems will also be key in modern factories. As we want to achieve an ever-higher level of
automation, we want to be less and less „involved” in production. All of this also means that we want to pay
less attention to the user interfaces of management systems in the future. Nevertheless, we want to receive
information about the moments of production as soon as possible, so that we can intervene immediately
if necessary. To do this, the appropriate channels must be established. The formula is simple and efficient
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This holistic roadmap links directly to the following key issues that apply in any strategic context:
¾ Where do we want to go?
¾ Where are we now?
¾ How do we get there?

It is worth involving external experts in the strategy development phase. They should be familiar with both
business values and technological opportunities to well-define the scope of different projects. The output
should essentially be an implementation plan paired with milestones as well as an approximate budget.

OPPORTUNITIES

¾ Why do we need to act?
¾ What can we do?
¾ How to do it?

STEP TWO - IDEAS AND PROTOTYPES

¾ For what reason do we use it?

In the second step, the appropriate resource (typically an external supplier) and methodology must be
assessed in the market to implement the defined strategy. Technology solution suppliers that rationally
satisfy their business needs must be found and tendered for a more detailed assessment of projects. Each
step of the strategy (from pilot to full project scope) is communicated in each case to get the right technical
content response. It is worth visiting several potential suppliers and examining their competencies for the
same specific task, as well as the pricing received. Suppliers must bid on the same strategy so we can make
comparisons easier. During selection, not only the final price have to be taken into account, but also the
relevant projects of the supplier, the tools and flexibility of the system, and the possibilities of later product
support. Suppliers can compete well in a pilot project that provides quick feedback to both parties at a
short cost and throughput. The pilot must be implemented within a reasonable time (max. 3 months), at a
reasonable cost (max. EUR 15-20K) and with results (for example, a 5% increase). If the economic opportunities
are favourable, consider 2-3 suppliers in such a pilot project.

We will address these issues in the first steps of the five-step roadmap. Also, as the handbook seeks to address
practical aspects, each one presents a business-centred approach and implementation strategy, taking into
account the specificities of SMEs (e.g., budget, staff, etc.). Potential technological and organizational changes
have prevented many companies from explicitly creating Industry 4.0 strategies or even systematically
investing in Industry 4.0 capabilities.
A good schedule should seek to address the most common concerns:
¾ High expected investment costs, unsuitability of existing production infrastructure.
¾ There is a lack of transparency or quantification of benefits.
¾ Concerns about organizational variability and IT security.

STRATEGY

PILOT
STEP THREE - PILOT PROJECT

The schedule begins with the identification of production areas that hinder the achievement of adequate
efficiency. In general, these problems are known without the introduction of a specific Industry 4.0 tool,
but we no longer have enough information or quality to identify the specific root causes. The search for
bottlenecks consists of the evaluation of key performance indicators (KPIs) during production. This review
answers the questions, „Where are we now?” and „Why should we act?”.

The schedule continues on the selected device/production line on which we want to install an initial Industry
4.0 device. This initial deployment begins with a prototype, not a complete installation of the device across
the factory. The pilot plan should also include clear objectives: competencies, schedule, list of activities,
staff and training needs involved, budgeting and provision of resources, monitoring plan and operational
definition of measurements, comparison of measurement methods and data. Based on these, a pilot result
should be evaluated over a specified period. If it does not show promising results, the process should return
to step 1 by examining the strategy, amending it in another iteration to achieve long-term goals. (Agility is
an essential part of introducing an innovation.) We need to identify the causes of the differences and what
changes are required.

Also, at this stage, it is worth arousing the organization’s interest at all in the opportunities provided by the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. In the framework of the workshop, involve as many stakeholders as possible,
generate impulse by presenting the essential benefits, present elsewhere already implemented case studies,
practical examples.

If the results achieved during the pilot are satisfactory, the process will continue with the implementation
of the solution and good practices on the entire production line. In addition to extending the technology
cycle, staff needs to be trained, too. They must learn how to use new tools and demonstrate their benefits in
practice. This move will improve employee inclusion skills against Industry 4.0 technologies.

STEP ZERO - IDENTIFYING BOTTLENECKS

STEP ONE - DEVELOPING A STRATEGY
The first step is a critical stage in the proper development of the roadmap. In this step, the SME should
develop long-term countermeasures to address the identified bottlenecks using the possible Industry 4.0
technologies (Cloud Computing, IoT, etc.) that best meet the end goal. The maximum budget available to
SMEs should be taken into account when preparing the strategy. This step answers the following questions:
„Where do we want to get there?”, „How do we get there?”, „What should we do for it?” and „What do we
use it for?”.
Involve relevant members of the organization in the development of the strategy (authority, responsibility)
and jointly prepare an internal SWOT analysis.
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LEARNING
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STEP FOUR - ANALYSIS, LEARNING
The learning phase is already taking advantage of the benefits of Industry 4.0. Using different approaches
and methodologies, one should evaluate and learn from previous stages and the running solution. From
a technology perspective, we assess and consider the broader implementation of Industry 4.0 by defining
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key dimensions (e.g., strategies presented to assess graduation levels). These tools can help document and
compare your organization’s current Industry 4.0 readiness level. The measurement gets performed in both
the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the body. As we learn, we fine-tune our previous plans along with
the following topics:
¾ revise previous KPI calculation methods,
¾ fine-tune technological expectations based on the pilot’s experience,
¾ evaluate the relationship between financial investments and returns so far,
¾ examine whether the members of the organization get sufficiently trained to enjoy the benefits,
¾ ask for practical feedback from all relevant members of the organization (both objective and
subjective opinions).

Furthermore, through other benchmarking tools, we may compare our organisation with market leaders by
measuring process-critical and qualitative characteristics. After “benchmarking,” the project team can move
towards creating alternative or new concept plans to better align with critical processes and objectives. These
plans need to include the full scope of the project for a truly complete digital transformation to take place.

ADAPTATION

program concepts, technology requirements, and demonstrated technology capabilities. TRLs are based on a
scale of 1 to 9, with 9 being the most mature technology. The U.S. Department of Defense has been using the
scale for procurement since the early 2000s. The European Commission proposed in 2010 that EU-funded
research and innovation projects adopt the scale. TRLs were therefore used in 2014 in the EU Horizon 2020
program. In 2013, the TRL scale was further strengthened by the ISO 16290: 2013 standard. A comprehensive
approach and debate on TRLs have been published by the European Association of Research and Technology
Organizations (EARTO). Criticism of the European Union’s acceptance of the TRL scale was published in The
Innovation Journal, stating that „the specificity and sophistication of the TRL scale are gradually declining as
its use is widespread outside the original context (space programs)”.
TRLs in Europe are:
TRL 1 - Basic principles
TRL 2 - Formulated technology concept
TRL 3 - Verification of experimental concept;
TRL 4 - Laboratory validated technology;
TRL 5 - Technology validated in a relevant environment (industry-relevant environment for key technologies);
TRL 6 - Technology presented in a relevant environment (industry-relevant environment for key technologies);

STEP FIVE – ADAPTATION

TRL 7 - Demonstration of a system prototype in an operating environment;

Full implementation should follow the successful validation of the pilot process. This phase should be
conducted in the same way as the pilot, but the results of pilot projects and learning should be adapted.
The focus should continue to be on cost savings, as this is a feature of the six sigma approach, for example.
Ranking matrixes can be used to reasonably narrow the focus of the team before any detailed implementation
can take place. Barriers to implementation can re-emerge as resistance to change, which is more crucial than
in any pre-phase. We need to manage change and support the workforce towards the digital transition. The
staff of the original project team should be trained as “digital champions” who can advance this initiative and
create an “Industry 4.0 appreciation” among the staff.

TRL 8 - Complete and qualified system;
TRL 9 - A proven system in an operational environment (competitive manufacturing for key technologies; or
in space).

After the successful implementation of the new process, data should be collected and compared to the
strategic phase to ensure that the project will bring the desired results to the organization. Operating
procedures should be documented and standardized for everyday use. A plan should be developed for
management to further implement it and include new working methods, as well as large-scale training needs
for fine-tuning approaches.
Once the system is up and running, the goal is to continually improve quality and efficiency by considering
reviewing and implementing appropriate changes in a particular area.

P R E S E N TAT I O N O F T E C H N O L O G I C A L S O L U T I O N S

A
When selecting and implementing a technological solution, one should pay attention to its level of development.
The so-called Technology Readiness Levels (TRL), an internationally accepted and used approach, can help in
assessing the current level.
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TRL was developed at NASA in the 1970s as a method for estimating the maturity of technologies. The use
of TRLs allows for consistent, unified discussions of technical maturity across different types of technologies.
The technology TRL is determined during the Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA), which examines
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In the following, we present solutions that are already available and applicable in practice, which already
exists on the market as products. The list is not exhaustive, either in terms of the technologies involved in
Industry 4.0 or their potential suppliers. The listed ones illustrate a well-proven, targeted solution, reflecting
on the main topics of Smart manufacturing.

DATA COLLECTION

to a lower OEE value.
Availability: You can view the availability rate of machines for a selected period (for example, the current shift
or the one from yesterday).
Recommended tools:
OEE.com (https://www.oee.com/calculating-oee.html)

Many plants and machines have not yet arrived at the age of digitization. We need to connect them first so
that we can reap the benefits of IoT. The so-called “IoT Gateway” software can provide a solution for this, for
both existing and new machines. The software makes machines and data processing more transparent. The
real-time monitoring of process data, such as temperature, pressure, vibration, etc., ensures that production
is of a consistently high standard. Rule-based analysis of specific information simplifies predictable and
unpredictable plant maintenance.
Recommended tools:

Tulip (https://tulip.co/blog/overall-equipment-effectiveness-oee-dashboard/#:~:text=An%20OEE%20
Dashboard%20is%20a,%2Dto%2Dunderstand%20visual%20format.)
GE Proficy (https://www.ge.com/digital/documentation/proficy-plant-applications/version82/c_about_
equipment.html)

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

Kepware Drivers (https://www.kepware.com/en-us/)
Bosch Rexroth IoT Gateway (https://www.boschrexroth.com/en/us/products/product-groups/electricdrives-and-controls/topics/iot-gateway/index)
Ignition Edge (https://inductiveautomation.com/ignition/edge)

SMART AND IOT DEVICES
IoT devices are hardware, such as sensors, microcontrollers, gateways, devices and machines. They are
designed for specific applications and are capable of transmitting data over the Internet or other networks.
They are typically embedded in other devices or environments, industrial equipment, environmental
sensors, medical devices, and more. IoT devices are increasingly using AI and machine learning to create
intelligence and autonomy in systems and processes (e.g., autonomous management), intelligent industrial
manufacturing, medical equipment, and home automation. Many of these devices are small, energy- and
cost-limited microcontroller-based systems. Network bandwidth, as well as consumer expectations around
data protection continue to require further processing on the device where data is processed at the IoT
endpoint, rather than using cloud-based approaches.

OEE
In manufacturing, Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is a KPI that represents the productivity of a machine.
OEE compares the actual performance with the expected productivity to obtain a specific, scheduled run score
indicator. Manufacturers generally consider OEE to be one of the most critical assessments of machinery and
industrial equipment.
OEE: A measure of the condition of equipment or production. By comparing OEE between machines or groups
of those, you can identify lines or machines that lack manufacturing efficiencies, such as waste, downtime,
speed/power loss and manufacturing performance contributing to OEE reduction.
Power: You can review the power ratios of machines and units to compare the projections of each.

Organizations began using predictive maintenance (PdM) tools in the early 21st century. Predictive
maintenance is a proactive maintenance strategy that uses condition monitoring tools to detect various signs
of deterioration, anomalies, and performance problems. Based on these measurements, the organization can
run pre-built predictive algorithms to estimate whether a piece of equipment may fail so that maintenance
can get carried out before.
Predictive maintenance optimizes the use of maintenance resources. Knowing when a particular part will
fail, maintenance managers can avoid over-maintenance and prevent unexpected equipment failure. If
successfully implemented, predictive maintenance reduces operating costs, minimizes downtime, and
improves overall device condition and performance.
Recommended tools:
Predictive Maintenance with AWS
Upkeep
Limble CMMS

PLATFORMS
The IoT platform is a multi-layered technology package that enables easy deployment, management, and
automation of connected devices in the IoT universe. It connects hardware, no matter how diverse they
are. It offers flexible connectivity with enterprise-class security mechanisms and extensive data processing
capabilities. The IoT platform proposes features for developers that significantly accelerate the development
of applications for connected devices. They also ensure scalability and compatibility between devices. It
is referred to as “middleware” when we talk about how remote devices connect to user applications (or
other devices) and handle all the interactions between the hardware and the application layers. It is also
known as a cloud-based platform or IoT enabling platform, with the role to define core business value, i.e.,
empowering standard devices with cloud-based applications and services. Finally, called the IoT Application
Enabling Platform, it helps IoT developers.
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Quality: You can review the quality ratio to identify high scrap lines, which reduces quality and contributes
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Recommended tools:

Recommended tools:

WaMeWo (https://wamewo.com/)

Seebo (https://www.seebo.com/predictive-quality-yield-solution/)

Thingsboard (https://thingsboard.io/)

Oden (https://oden.io/learn/machine-learning-in-manufacturing/)

Google Cloud IoT (https://cloud.google.com/solutions/iot)

Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/machine-learning/)

DIGITAL TWIN PAIR, AR/VR

INDOOR POSITION DETERMINATION

Digital Twin means a real-time representation of the physical properties of a factory, product, or process.
They use it in many fields. By connecting objects that generate real-time data, a digital product footprint
gets created, from design to the end of the production cycle. Data can be processed and aggregated based
on several criteria and displayed in different formats depending on the respective use cases. Thus, over
time, a developing digital profile based on historical and current behaviour develops. This can lead to the
development of precise models, resulting in a realistic measurement of system unpredictability.

Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS) have become the foundation for applications that increase efficiency,
productivity and security in almost every industry. The ability to accurately locate and track objects and
people allows processes to be optimized and helps employees focus on activities that add value to the
organization. Information on the movement of physical objects with digital insertion made RTLS essential for
achieving the next level of operational efficiency. It has become clear that without RTLS, it is impossible to
learn about everything that is going on in a facility.

Augmented Reality (AR) is the process of applying intelligent technology that illustrates and trains maintenance
professionals, for example, on how to perform maintenance procedures efficiently and accurately. AR replaces
classical training methods such as training manuals, printed graphs and materials, and even 3D models.

Recommended tools:

Recommended tools:

Mitras (https://mitras.mortoff.hu/)

Siemens PLM (https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/)

Kontakt (https://kontakt.io/what-is-bluetooth-rtls/)

PTC (https://www.ptc.com/)

Pozi (https://pozi.tech/en)

INTRALOGISTICS

Re’Flekt One (https://www.re-flekt.com/reflekt-one)

AI/ML, MACHINE LEARNING
The introduction of artificial intelligence and machine learning is a change in the industry that has many
benefits that can go far beyond efficiency gains and open up new business opportunities.

As automation becomes the new norm in manufacturing and warehousing in the age of Industry 4.0, the
capabilities to help with material handling are evolving rapidly. Technologies such as driverless forklifts,
collaborative robotic arms, enhanced sorting/picking, intelligent conveyors are evolving while costs continue
to decrease, making these opportunities more accessible to companies of all sizes. One such eye-catching
development has recently been the emergence of Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMRs), which are more
flexible alternatives to Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) in a wide range of material handling activities.

Direct benefits of machine learning in manufacturing:

Recommended tools:

¾ Reduction of frequent, painful process-driven losses, such as yield, scrap, quality and permeability.
¾ Increased capacity by optimizing the production process.
¾ It allows product lines to grow and expand due to the optimized operation.
¾ Cost reduction through predictive maintenance. PdM leads to fewer maintenance activities, which
means lower labour costs and reduced inventory and material wastage.
¾ Remaining Useful Life (RUL). Forecast leads to the creation of conditions that improve performance
while maintaining the operation of the machine. RUL eliminates "unpleasant surprises'' that cause
unplanned downtime.
¾ Improvement of supply chain management through efficient inventory management and production.
¾ Improved quality control with precise information to continuously gain better quality.
¾ Improved human-robot collaboration, employee safety conditions and efficiency.
¾ Consumer-centric manufacturing – quick reaction to changes in market demand.
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MIR (https://www.mobile-industrial-robots.com/en/)
KUKA AMR (https://www.kuka.com/en-hu/products/mobility/mobile-platforms/kmp-1500)
Omron (https://industrial.omron.eu/en/products/mobile-robot)

COLLABORATIVE ROBOTS
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A cobot, or collaborative robot, is a robot intended for direct human-robot interaction in a shared space, or
space where humans and robots are near. Cobot applications are in contrast to traditional industrial robot
applications in which robots get isolated from human contact. The safe use of cobots is ensured by lightweight
materials, rounded edges, inherent limitations of speed and force, or sensors and software.
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Cobots are designed to share a workspace with people, making automation more comfortable than ever.
Manufacturers’ cobots offer flexible automation for factories of all sizes. From assembly to painting, from
palletizing to screwing, from packaging to polishing, from injection moulding to welding, or any processing
task.
Recommended tools:
Universal Robots (https://www.universal-robots.com/)
Fanuc CRX (https://www.fanuc.eu/hu/en/robots/robot-filter-page/collaborative-robots)
ABB Yumi (https://new.abb.com/products/robotics/collaborative-robots/irb-14000-yumi)
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